Celebrating Breakthroughs

2018 ANNUAL IMPACT REPORT
Three decades ago, FIRST® broke ground on STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) culture with a landmark robotics competition for high school students, evolving into a global movement by engaging millions of people with a proven game-changer for preparing kids of all ages to solve the world’s greatest challenges. Through our programs, young people discover a passion for STEM and develop both self-confidence and valuable, real-world skills that can open pathways to all types of career choices and outcomes. Join us in these pages as we celebrate breakthroughs — breakthroughs in innovation, personal growth, collaboration, community, and more — from our inspirational FIRST community.
From our start nearly 30 years ago, FIRST® was designed for achieving breakthroughs. It began with an ambitious vision: Transforming the culture to one where science and technology are celebrated and young people proudly dream of becoming true leaders, innovators, and changemakers.

To get there, we needed to build that culture into FIRST—and we have. Today and every day, our global community of business leaders, STEM professionals, educators, parents, and many others work together to mentor, support, and celebrate young people through FIRST.

Each time we encourage a team of students to persevere until they achieve the thrill of making a robot move, or we pack an event space with cheering crowds to celebrate young participants in a robotics competition, we are giving these students invaluable opportunities. They’re building self-confidence, unlocking new skills, and discovering passions that will change the course of their lives, preparing them to make breakthroughs of their own.

That inspiration goes both ways. Adults may aim to inspire young people, but it’s the youth who truly inspire the adults. Parent volunteers frequently stay involved long after their own children graduate. Employees of our sponsors often become more engaged at work after they begin mentoring FIRST teams. Many FIRST alumni become coaches, volunteers, and donors, dedicated to ensuring FIRST is available for generations behind them.

Look no further than President Barack Obama, 44th President of the United States, who spoke about being inspired by the young people in our program when we honored him at our FIRST, Inspire Gala this year: “You can’t help but want to support this program, and you can’t help but feel good about where we can go,” he said.

“YOU CAN’T HELP BUT WANT TO SUPPORT THIS PROGRAM, AND YOU CAN’T HELP BUT FEEL GOOD ABOUT WHERE WE CAN GO.”

—President Barack Obama, 44th President of the United States

We give our heartfelt thanks to those who have helped us build this culture: our Founding Sponsors and Strategic Partners, and all our sponsors, mentors, and volunteers who give freely of their experience, knowledge, time, and resources. We’re also grateful for the parents, educators, and community members who support our young people. You inspire us.

There’s more work to do. While we welcome greater numbers of young people into the FIRST community each year, there are still so many kids—especially those from disenfranchised communities and underrepresented populations—who don’t have access to the kind of STEM inspiration FIRST provides. We must continue to work toward greater access to our programs, and to keep breaking through until every kid, everywhere, has these game-changing opportunities.

To inspire an entire generation of leaders, innovators, and changemakers, we need your help. Will you join us?

Learn more at www.firstinspires.org.
Impact That Creates Breakthroughs

More than a decade of verifiable data shows that exposing kids to fun, exciting FIRST programs builds 21st century work skills and prepares young people for the future. Five years of data* from a rigorous longitudinal study of FIRST indicates that FIRST greatly increases students’ motivation to seek education and careers in STEM fields, and that girls in FIRST are significantly more likely to have even greater gains in STEM than their peers or boys in FIRST. No matter what path students choose after high school, FIRST is equipping them for success.

**ULTIMATE IMPACT**

**78%**

**OF FIRST ALUMNI ARE IN A STEM FIELD**

(student or professional)

---

**STEM EXPOSURE**

**FIRST STUDENTS**

84% build the robot  
88% work on robot design strategy  
60% program/code  
77% learn about STEM jobs  
97% have FUN!

**GIRLS IN FIRST**

75% build the robot  
89% work on robot design strategy  
61% program/code  
78% learn about STEM jobs  
97% have FUN!

---

**STEM INTEREST & SKILLS**

**FIRST STUDENTS**

88% more interested in learning about STEM  
88% better understand how STEM is used to solve real-world problems  
98% increase teamwork skills  
93% increase problem-solving skills

**GIRLS IN FIRST**

85% more interested in learning about STEM  
92% better understand how STEM is used to solve real-world problems  
99% increase teamwork skills  
98% increase problem-solving skills

---

*Inspired to Learn More? [www.firstinspires.org/about/impact](http://www.firstinspires.org/about/impact)
EDUCATION, STEM CAREERS

FIRST STUDENTS
- 86% more interested in doing well in school
- 84% more interested in science classes (FIRST® Robotics Competition, FIRST® Tech Challenge)
- 94% embrace the importance of Coopertition®, Gracious Professionalism®
- 80% more interested in jobs that use STEM

GIRLS IN FIRST
- 83% motivated to take challenging math or science classes (FIRST Robotics Competition, FIRST Tech Challenge)
- 98% embrace the importance of Coopertition®, Gracious Professionalism®

FIRST ALUMNI*
- 2.3x more likely to be very interested in computer science majors
- 3.1x more likely to be very interested in engineering majors
- 4.2x more likely to be very interested in robotics majors
- 2.7x more likely to take an engineering course their freshman year

FEMALE FIRST ALUMNIAE*
- 3.1x more likely to be very interested in majoring in computer science
- 3.6x more likely to be very interested in majoring in engineering
- 3.1x more likely to be very interested in majoring in robotics
- 3.6x more likely to take an engineering course freshmen year

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES


*Than a matched comparison group
President’s Letter

This has been a breakthrough year in our FIRST movement. **Our power to make an impact is growing.** This past season, we:

- Reached **half a million active participants** in over 95 countries across the four FIRST programs.
- Welcomed a **record 70,000 people** to FIRST Championship, capping a season of over 2,900 official FIRST events.
- Provided over **$80 million in scholarship opportunities** from universities, colleges, and technical programs through the FIRST Scholarship program, enabling more FIRST alumni than ever to continue building their knowledge and skill set.

We’ve come a long way from our humble beginnings, when 28 FIRST Robotics Competition teams competed in a high school gymnasium for the inaugural FIRST event. None of our progress would have been possible without the ongoing dedication of our community of mentors, volunteers, alumni, sponsors, donors, educators, and other supporters.

We know that FIRST is most impactful to those who may be least likely to seek us out. And we believe all young people deserve our programs and the inspirational, inclusive community we provide. Through intentional FIRST Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion efforts, we continue to be actively engaged in exploring, developing, and implementing strategies to make our programs more accessible and to reach more underserved, underrepresented, and vulnerable young people.

Assuredly, we are breaking through with one of those groups traditionally underserved in STEM: girls and young women. Over the past five years, female FIRST participation in the United States has risen steadily from 25 percent to 32 percent—a record. This is especially significant because of continued findings from our longitudinal impact study: While all FIRST participants are significantly more likely to show gains in STEM than their classmates, girls in FIRST indicate even greater gains in STEM than boys in FIRST or their peers.

**OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS, FEMALE FIRST PARTICIPATION IN THE UNITED STATES HAS RISEN STEADILY FROM 25 PERCENT TO 32 PERCENT—A RECORD.**

As anyone who is part of our community already knows, the impact of FIRST is more than STEM. What we’re really creating is a generation of lifelong learners and strong global citizens. Whether they pursue higher education or enter the workforce directly after high school graduation, FIRST alumni are well equipped with the skills and confidence they need to tackle any challenge. And thanks to the values at the heart of FIRST, our alumni network is brimming with people using those hard-earned skills to truly make the world a better place—people like Chelsey Roebuck.

Chelsey is using the skills and passion he gained as a member of a FIRST team to profoundly impact the lives of black and Latinx students through FIRST programs and his Harlem-based youth development organization. This season, I had the honor of presenting Chelsey with the Evelyn Kamen Rising Star Award at the FIRST, Inspire Gala for his accomplishments in leveling the STEM playing field.

Every kid around the world deserves this opportunity to reach their full, fantastic potential. Will you help us reach for our next breakthrough?
A progression of four programs gets young people involved early, developing skills and building confidence, and keeps them engaged from kindergarten through high school.

**FIRST LEGO LEAGUE JR.**
Ages 6-10 (Grades K-4)
Teams explore today’s scientific challenges, and document what they learn in Engineering Notebooks. They also build a LEGO® model and code it to make it move using LEGO® Education WeDo 2.0.
- LEGO® Education WeDo 2.0
- Engineering Notebook
- Playful Learning
- Problem Solving

**FIRST LEGO LEAGUE**
Ages 9-16* (Grades 4-8)
Guided by FIRST Core Values, teams build and program autonomous robots using LEGO® MINDSTORMS® technology to solve a series of missions on a themed playing field. They also develop research projects based on a real-world theme that changes annually.
- Robotics
- LEGO® MINDSTORMS®
- Game Play
- Research

**FIRST TECH CHALLENGE**
Ages 12-18 (Grades 7-12)
Students learn to think like engineers. Teams build robots from a reusable kit of parts, develop strategies, document their progress in an engineering notebook, and compete head to head.
- Robotics
- Engineering Notebook
- Game Play
- Scholarships

**FIRST ROBOTICS COMPETITION**
Ages 14-18 (Grades 9-12)
Mentored by STEM professionals, teams compete with 120-pound robots of their own design, combining the excitement of sport with the rigors of science and technology. It’s a sport where every student can go pro.
- Robotics
- Learn from the Pros
- Game Play
- Scholarships

*Ages vary by country
Fantastic Facts

1989
FIRST is founded to excite young people about science and technology

Gracious Professionalism®
“Respect for others, being a good sport, sharing what you’ve learned”

530,000+
participants (ages 6-18)

250,000+
mentor/coach/volunteer roles filled

18,000,000
hours donated by volunteers

Coopertition®
“Competing teams help and cooperate with each other”

50
U.S. States

95+
countries

~200
scholarship providers

200+
Fortune 500 companies sponsor FIRST

$80M+
in scholarships

~45,000
robots constructed

22%
growth in number of FIRST teams (over 2017)

Limitless
opportunities for a meaningful experience
Season Highlights

Dual FIRST Championship events, presented by Qualcomm Incorporated, took place in Houston, Texas, and, for the first time, Detroit, Michigan.

The Boeing Company awarded a $1.5 million grant to support young innovators through FIRST programming, specifically among underserved and geographically diverse populations.

New Hampshire schools embraced groundbreaking state grants to start FIRST teams.

NI announced the extension of its supply agreement to accelerate STEM education and support the next generation of engineers and scientists through FIRST programs.

After receiving FIRST STEM Equity Community Innovation Grants, 18 communities reached more than 2,300 underserved and underrepresented students with hands-on learning and problem-solving opportunities. The 2017 grants were sponsored by Arconic Foundation, Qualcomm® Incorporated, Caterpillar, GM, GitHub, John Deere, and New York City individuals, among others.

The third annual FIRST, Inspire Gala honored President Barack Obama and FIRST alum Chelsey Roebuck for their efforts to promote awareness of, and expand access to, STEM education.

The FIRST Scholarship program exceeded $80 million milestone.

FIRST is honored to welcome new Strategic Partners Caterpillar Inc. and Lockheed Martin Corporation. Thank you!
Breaking Through Barriers to STEM Access

FIRST launched its STEM Equity Community Innovation Grants program in the 2016-2017 season to provide grants to underrepresented and underserved communities. Supported by generous sponsors and donors, the grants empower educators and community leaders to develop new, innovative approaches to address inequities in STEM education using proven FIRST programs. An evaluation was conducted to assess the implementation, impact, and practices around access, equity, and inclusion.

2017 STEM EQUITY COMMUNITY INNOVATION GRANTS IMPACT SNAPSHOT

| 18 Sites | 2,336 Youth Reached | 308 Teams Started |

Tools to Create Equity in FIRST

In collaboration with the National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity (NAPE), FIRST created the “Strategies for Inspiring Success for All” online training modules for coaches, mentors, volunteers, and other key stakeholders who work directly with students. Through engaging and reflective activities on the power of culture on interactions with students, the three-part training modules equip the FIRST community with specific strategies to support community outreach, student participation, persistence, engagement, and success to create diverse, inclusive, and equitable teams.

firstinspires.org/inspiring-success
Grant Reaches Vulnerable Young People

**BOYS & GIRLS HAVEN—LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY**

As a residential school and community center in Louisville, Kentucky, the Boys & Girls Haven’s mission is to shelter, heal, and teach struggling young people to become productive and healthy members of their community. It serves vulnerable young people who have been removed from their families and often faced disruptive, chaotic living environments. A *FIRST* STEM Equity Community Innovation Grant funded two *FIRST* Tech Challenge teams, one for young people attending the campus’ school and the other for residents of Boys & Girls Haven who attend local public schools.

The grant created a stimulating, enriching environment for learning academic and life skills. The teams participated in career exploration outings to GE and Toyota, visited the Kentucky Science Center, and attended a local *FIRST* event to network with peers from other teams. This led *FIRST* Tech Challenge Team 8417 “The ‘Lectric Legends” to visit the school’s campus to share their experiences and hold a friendly scrimmage. By participating in hands-on, project-based learning, the students have experienced gains in teamwork, leadership skills, and confidence, all while becoming exposed to possible careers.

**FACTORS THAT RESULTED IN SUCCESS**

- **Removing barriers for students who lack resources:** Funding for snacks, after-school travel, and other expenses.
- **Connecting experienced and rookie teams for peer-to-peer or near-peer mentoring:** Linking new teams with established ones can build skills and generate enthusiasm for new programs, while reinforcing experienced peers’ skills.
- **Linking students to the larger community:** Building strong bonds with *FIRST* teammates, coaches, mentors, corporate sponsors, and partners can be rewarding—and open doors to jobs, internships, and higher education.
- **Providing training and resources to coaches:** In-person and digital learning experiences and resources build confidence for coaches and help new teams encounter fewer barriers.
- **Building coalitions in the local community:** Allowing with other organizations within the community brings in additional resources, leadership, and expertise to build *FIRST* programs.

“By working through real-world, hands-on challenges, our kids have been given a second chance at authentic learning.”

— Melissa Jackson, Grants Manager, Boys & Girls Haven
Cultivating STEM Skills and Fostering Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion

THIRD ANNUAL FIRST, INSPIRE GALA
$1.8 million raised to expand diversity efforts and student access to STEM opportunities

To help expand diversity efforts and STEM opportunities for students in disenfranchised communities, hundreds of FIRST supporters gathered at Cipriani 55 Wall Street in New York City for the third annual FIRST, Inspire Gala.

The event celebrated work advancing the mission of FIRST and inspired further action to ensure that all children have access to creative, hands-on problem-solving opportunities that instill a lifelong love of learning and adaptability in the workforce.

The charity event also included a live auction and prominent speakers including Dean Kamen, founder of FIRST; Donald E. Bossi, president of FIRST; and many FIRST students, recognizing the impact that the organization has made in STEM education over the past three decades.

Proceeds from the gala further expand opportunities for more underrepresented, underserved, and vulnerable students to participate in FIRST programs.

Two honorees were presented with individual awards for their efforts to advance STEM education in under-resourced communities:

President Barack Obama, 44th President of the United States, received the “Make It Loud” Award for his significant contributions to raising awareness about FIRST among the general public and helping spread the mission and impact of the organization.

FIRST Alumnus Chelsey Roebuck, Executive Director and Co-Founder of ELITE (Emerging Leaders in Technology and Engineering, Inc.), received the Evelyn Kamen Rising Star Award for his accomplishments in leveling the playing field in STEM for underrepresented populations. (Pictured, lower left on facing page.)

Thank you to our FIRST, Inspire Gala sponsors who appear on page 46 of this Report.

“As a global community, we have a responsibility to help kids become well-rounded citizens and critical thinkers who can collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds and respect each other. As we look at where the world is headed, that work is just as essential as providing our kids with the hard skills they’ll need to secure jobs in the future economy.”

— Donald E. Bossi, President, FIRST
“What’s more optimistic than believing that we can science our way out of any problem?”
— President Barack Obama, 44th President of the United States
For two back-to-back weeks in April 2018, a record 70,000 people traveled to Houston and Detroit to celebrate young innovators, leaders, and changemakers at the thrilling 2018 FIRST Championship presented by Qualcomm Incorporated. Thanks to the support of FIRST sponsors, host cities Houston and Detroit, and thousands of pumped-up volunteers, coaches, and mentors, more than 30,000 students from 74 countries competed with team-built robots and showcased their innovation skills at the world’s largest celebration of STEM for students.

This global event inspired students and adults alike, with intense competitions, opportunities to create connections and share ideas, and hands-on fun and technology demonstrations at the FIRST Innovation Faire.

2018 FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP HIGHLIGHTS

- **2** Championship Events
  - Houston & Detroit
- **36,000+** team participants (students, mentors, coaches, and adult supporters)
- **70,000** attendees
- **74** countries represented
- **70,000** attendees
- **2,300+** volunteers
“To all the participants, I want to thank you for what you’re going to do in the future. If you look at the world, a couple of things are happening. One, the world is only going to become more global. Two, the rate of change is only going to go faster and faster. To be ready to go faster and faster, we need the best people in the world excited about STEM, and that’s who you are.”

— Rick Snyder, Governor of Michigan and FIRST Championship Detroit Host Committee Co-Chair

2018 FIRST Championship Sponsors
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Approximately 99,000 6-10 year-olds participated on 16,425 teams in 55 countries, celebrating curiosity, imagination, discovery, and teamwork.

COMPETITIONS
Over 450 regional Expos; FIRST® LEGO® League Jr. World Festival Expo in Houston and Detroit.

NOTEWORTHY
■ Registered teams each received an exclusive LEGO Inspire Model to help start their journey.
■ New Getting Started video supplements were developed for teams in English and Spanish.
■ A grant from the LEGO Foundation allowed an additional 15,000 underserved children across six countries to join in the season.

Young children explored where water comes from and what happens on its way to us. They used their Inspire Set to create a team model and programmed it to make it move using LEGO® Education WeDo 2.0. They documented their journey in an Engineering Notebook and created a Show Me poster to represent what they learned at Expo events.
Students and Teachers Learn Together

COMPTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMPTON, CALIFORNIA

To bring FIRST programs to underserved and underrepresented students, a FIRST STEM Equity Community Innovation Grant funded 12 FIRST LEGO League Jr. teams in Compton, California. Teams of young people, many of whom had never worked with robotics or LEGO bricks, learned the basics of programming, working together, and solving challenges. Administrator Michael Kurinsky noticed the response in the children: “If the first graders saw me, they would light up and get so excited because they knew it meant they were going to work on FIRST LEGO League Jr. projects.”

In addition to the benefits to the students, the program made a noticeable impact on the teachers. With the help of FIRST Certified Professional Development, teachers gained confidence and learning tools to strengthen their facilitation skills for a project-based learning curriculum. “It has made STEM more accessible to those teachers who maybe shied away from it previously,” said Kurinsky. “I think it has increased capacity for leadership. Teachers are developing new skills, and they are finding niches and roles — opportunities for leadership — at their sites.”

“The teachers in our district coaching FIRST programs want what’s best for students, and they see these programs as improving the educational outcomes of our students.”

— Michael Kurinsky, Administrator of Educational Services, Compton Unified School District
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Approximately 280,000 9-16 year-olds* on 35,033 teams from 98 countries participated in this season’s Challenge.
*Ages vary by country

COMPETITIONS
1,248 Qualifying Tournaments, 169 Championship Tournaments, 4 Open Invitational/International; FIRST® LEGO® League World Festival in Houston and Detroit.

NOTEWORTHY
- Season Pass was introduced, bundling options to provide flexibility in bringing the program to schools while maintaining core components. New Robot Game scoring software was developed and tested at FIRST Championship.
- Off-season team engagement increased with release of a secondary “Secret Mission” Challenge in February, providing additional building and coding opportunities and the chance to share work online.

Teams explored how we find, transport, use, or dispose of water. Each team created an innovative solution to a problem they identified in the human water cycle—proposing answers to some of the world’s most pressing water issues.
Persevering After Hurricane Maria

FIRST LEGO LEAGUE TEAM 21109 “CSI CYBERNETIC LIONS”
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

HYDRO DYNAMICS™ hit home for students in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria devastated the island in September of 2017. FIRST LEGO League encouraged the students on team “CSI Cybernetic Lions” to help others and was a way to return some sense of normalcy to their lives.

The drinking water crisis inspired community-driven innovation for the team. For their Project, students researched ways to increase accessibility of purified water to communities more affected than their own. The team met with a nonprofit organization that distributed water filters to disadvantaged communities on the island and met with the U.S. military service to see how they purified water from rivers and lakes. They also took action, traveling to communities in need to deliver essential supplies and LEGO bricks, so the local children could play.

“FIRST LEGO League motivates kids to create a project that helps communities and people to have a better quality of life,” said team coach Alma Bertoni. “The program provides students with the opportunity to develop different skills that will help them in their daily and future lives.”

“I am a coach because I want the students to live and learn from experiences beyond the classroom.”

— Alma Bertoni, Coach, CSI Cybernetic Lions
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Approximately 60,000 participants (ages 12-18, grades 7-12) on 6,021 teams from 18 countries; eligible for over $80 million in college scholarships.

COMPETITIONS
458 Meets and League Championships; 290 Qualifying Tournaments and Championship Tournaments; 4 Super-Regional Championship Tournaments; FIRST® Tech Challenge World Championship in Houston and Detroit.

NOTEWORTHY
- Expansion Hub electronics interface was introduced, reducing cost, increasing reliability, and decreasing complexity.
- Strong growth in participation continued, increasing 15 percent over the previous year.
Gaining a Career Head Start

FIRST TECH CHALLENGE TEAM 8808 “THE PONYTAIL POSSE”
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

When she was in fourth grade, Rose Lam and some friends started the all-girls FIRST LEGO League Team “The Ponytail Posse.” Over nine years, The Ponytail Posse progressed into a FIRST Tech Challenge team, becoming a close-knit group of hardworking and committed students.

Through participation in FIRST, Lam and her teammates developed problem-solving and critical-thinking skills, but they also gained confidence and learned how to collaborate. Over time, the team “began to realize how our robotics experiences were influencing how we thought about the future,” said Lam. “We could see ourselves going to college and starting a career in engineering, entrepreneurship, and other fields we had never considered before.” Lam feels that her experience in FIRST has given her and her teammates a “massive head start” in their careers.

Lam is now studying graphic design at the University of Minnesota and a member of the school’s FIRST alumni group. Her teammates are studying fields ranging from computer science to mechanical engineering to marketing—and plan to become lifelong FIRST volunteers. “Now we get to be the mentors who make a difference in students’ lives,” said Lam.

“It’s not just a path toward a successful STEM career, but a gateway to self-expression, confidence, critical thinking, and empathy.”

— Rose Lam, Team Member/Alumna, The Ponytail Posse
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
91,500 high-school students on 3,660 teams from 28 countries; eligible for over $80 million in college scholarships.

COMPETITIONS
85 District Events; 10 State/District Championships; 63 Regional Events; FIRST® Robotics Competition Championship for over 800 participating teams in Houston and Detroit.

NOTEWORTHY
- Animation for the 2018 game, FIRST POWER UP™, was viewed over 285,000 times.
- Program grew 21.8 percent outside the United States.
- Team retention rate reached a record high 94 percent.

FIRST POWER UP™
found teams trapped in an 8-bit video game. Alliances helped defeat the boss by tipping the scale or alliance’s switch in their favor to earn points, exchanging power cubes for power ups (Force, Boost, and Levitate) to gain a timed advantage during the match, and climbing the scale tower.
Breaking Stereotypes and Creating Hope

FIRST ROBOTICS COMPETITION TEAM 7329, “THE AFGHAN DREAMERS" HERAT, AFGHANISTAN

In 2018, “The Afghan Dreamers,” an all-girls robotics team formed to represent Afghanistan at the FIRST Global Challenge, traveled to Canada to participate in the FIRST Robotics Competition. Arriving in mid-January, the girls were able to complete their robot in just four weeks with the mentorship of Ontario-based all-girls FIRST Robotics Competition Team 771 “SWAT.” The team had a successful initial season, traveling all the way to FIRST Championship Detroit, where they received the Rookie Inspiration Award.

The team has traveled around the world for meetings with tech, media, education, and government leaders. In a country where only 40 percent of girls attend school, they have challenged perceptions about girls in STEM. Tech entrepreneur Roya Mahboob, a mentor to the team, says they are “bringing hope and happiness to the Afghan community, and it’s a means for our leaders to rethink the ability of the youth that was ignored for many years.” The students hope to take what they’ve learned to become role models in their country and empower more Afghan girls and women with technology and education.

“I will never stop believing in a brighter future for the next generation of girls in Afghanistan.”

— Fatemah, Team Member, The Afghan Dreamers (as told to CNN)
Sponsors

In addition to our sponsors, suppliers, and contributors acknowledged on these pages, FIRST extends its sincere appreciation to the hundreds of thousands of volunteers who generously devote their time and expertise to FIRST Robotics Competition, FIRST Tech Challenge, FIRST LEGO League, and FIRST LEGO League Jr. teams and events. FIRST could not achieve the impact it does without this tremendous support.
2017-2018 Contributors

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

$1,000,000+
Apple
- Apple Matching Gift Program
The Argosy Foundation
Bectel Group Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Boeing Company
Matching Gift Program
Collins Aerospace
DoD STEM
FedEx Corporation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Qualcomm Incorporated
Qualcomm Matching Gift Program
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation (UTC)

$250,000 - $999,999
The 3M Company
Arcenic Foundation
BAE Systems
- BAE Systems Matching Gift Program
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
- Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc. Matching Gift Program
BOSCH
Caterpillar, Inc.
Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS)
DEKA Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company
Florida Atlantic University
Ford Motor Company
General Motors Company
Google, Inc.
- Google, Inc. Matching Gift Program
John Deere
- John Deere Matching Gift Program
The LEGO Foundation
Leidos, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Magna International
Marathon Petroleum
Monsanto Company
Monsanto Company
Matching Gift Program
Motorola Solutions Foundation
NRG Energy, Inc.
PwC US
TE Connectivity
- TE Connectivity Foundation
TE Connectivity Matching Gift Program
University of Central Florida

Up to $249,999
100 Black Men of Atlanta Inc.
501 Auctions
AAON, Inc.
Aavid Thermalloy, LLC
AB L. P.
- AB L. P. Matching Gift Program
ABB, Inc.
Abbott Fund
Abbott Laboratories
Accenture
Accumetra, LLC
ACEC Texas
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD)
Advanced Research Chemicals, Inc.
Advanced Technology Services, Inc.
AEcom
Aerojet Rocketdyne
AES Controls, Inc.
Ahresdy Wilmington Corp.
Alamogordo Evening Lions Club
Alamogordo Twice Blest Thrift Store
Allegro MicroSystems, Inc.
Alliance Machine Systems
Alpha Omega Epsilon Tau Chapter
Altitude Steel
AMCA International
American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc. (AAM)
American Red Cross
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Ames Tile, Inc.
Anonymous
Applied Materials
Applied Medical
Archytas Education Corp
Arizona Community Foundation
Arm, Inc.
Ascent Resources, LLC
ASRC Fed & Defense
Association for Packaging and Processing Technologies (PMMI)
Association of University Technology Managers
Assurant Foundation
Atlantic Health System
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
AviThey
Baker Hughes Incorporated (BHGE)
Baker Millergan Inc.
Ball Corporation
BanCFirst
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Barr Engineering
Bausch & Lomb Incorporated
Baxter International, Inc.
Norwin S. & Elizabeth N. Bean Foundation
Becton Dickinson
Belcan Engineering
Bellevue School District
Bellevue Systems Group, Inc.
Best Buy Co., Inc.
- Best Buy Co., Inc. Matching Gift Program
Beta Phi Chapter Alpha
Omega Epsilon
BlackRock
Bloomberg L.P.
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Blue Origin
Bluemont Technology & Research
BNY Mellon
Boston Private Bank & Trust Company
Boston Scientific Corporation
- Boston Scientific Corporation Matching Gift Program
Bow Community Robotics
Boys & Girls Club of Fitchburg
Brakes Plus, Inc.
City of Brewer
Bridge Builders Community Foundations
Bridge to Turkiye
Bridgeview Business Services
Broadridge Foundation
BTIG, LLC
CACI, Inc.
Cadence Design Systems Inc.
Canal Park Business Association (CPBA)
Canon Solutions America
Capital Group
Capital Tile & Marble
Casa Y Tierra Abstract & Tile Co.
Cedar Falls Schels
Cedar Falls Tourism and Visitors Bureau
Celebration Baptist Church
CenterPoint Energy
Charles Schwab
- Chase Machine & Engineering, Inc.
Chatham Cellular, Inc.
The Chickasaw Nation
Children’s Services Council
Cirrus Aircraft
Cisco Foundation
Cisco Foundation Matching Gift Program
Cleveland Cliffs
Clovis Unified School District
The Coca-Cola Company
Cognizant Technology Solutions
College of the Canyons
Collins Engineers, Inc.
Colorado Neurodiagnostics
Combined Federal Campaign
Comcast NBCUniversal
Comcast NBCUniversal Matching Gift Program
Comma Communications International, Inc.
Community Foundation of Northeast Iowa
Concord Avning
Cone Communications
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Consolidated Nuclear Security, LLC
ConStantly Pizza, Inc.
Consumers Energy
Conway Public Library
ComIncorporated
Cortex Robotics
Country Schools Federal Credit Union
CoWoRx Staffing Services, LLC
Cox Communications
Credit Suisse (USA), Inc.
Crossinstall, Inc.
Cubic Transportation Systems
CVS Caremark
Dairyland Power Cooperative
Dan Deery Toyota
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Each year, FIRST Founder Dean Kamen presents the Founder’s Award to an organization or individual for exceptional service in advancing the ideals and mission of FIRST. The U.S. Air Force received the award in 2018 for its dedication to making FIRST programs a success.

Since 2010, the U.S. Air Force has been a passionate supporter of FIRST. It has interacted with thousands of FIRST students, provided hundreds of event volunteers, and has sponsored over 30 FIRST Robotics Competition regional events.

One of its most significant contributions to FIRST is the annual Leadership Experience for FIRST mentors. The three-day experience provides mentors with hands-on leadership training provided by U.S. Air Force personnel. In the past seven years, more than 150 FIRST mentors have taken part in this unique experience.

Major General Garrett Harencak proudly accepted the Founder’s Award on behalf of the U.S. Air Force, emphasizing how the U.S. Air Force and FIRST share the same values: a commitment to excellence, integrity, determination, grit, teamwork, and service above self.
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<td>Patrick Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Clarke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eoin Clarke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby Clarke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britten Clark-Huyck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Clausen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Clarn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candice Cleveland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Cleveland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelle Cloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Coad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Coffin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Coger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Cohen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Cohen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa &amp; Richard Coico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Cole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Cole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Cole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Collins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Connor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Conti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Cooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. M. Cordes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Corsetto in honor of Jim Beck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Coso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nando Costa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Coward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cowen in honor of Kyle Lawton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigid Cox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Coyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Craven in memory of Lloyd O’Hara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Creasy in memory of Daniel Creasy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Crockett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Cronin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Cross</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIRST Robotics Competition mentor Gail Drake is the recipient of the 2018 Woodie Flowers Award. The award celebrates an outstanding mentor who demonstrates excellence in teaching science, math, and creative design.

Drake left a corporate career in IT to share her knowledge and enthusiasm with students. She transitioned from a university professor to a high school teacher after implementing dual enrollment curriculum at Battlefield High School in Haymarket, Virginia. Soon after, she co-founded FIRST Robotics Competition Team 1885, “ILITE Robotics.” As the head mentor to the team, she’s helped to create an environment that fosters communication and curiosity and allows students to rise as leaders.

Since 2005, there have been over 1,500 members on Team 1885, and they have impacted nearly 75,000 individuals through their outreach. Their community outreach includes advocating for FIRST with national legislators, mentoring local and international FIRST teams, holding STEM expos and summer camps, and hosting a leadership conference at FIRST Championship.

With Drake’s help, robotics programs are now available in all elementary, middle, and high schools within her county. Her goal is to “inspire kids to be the best that they can be, and to give them that feeling internally.”
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Marissa Feinman
Matthias Feldkamp
loryllyn Feller
Jeff Fenstermaker
Amy Fergione
Alexander Fernandez
Roslyn Fero
Erica Fessia ▲
Robert & Jean Finke
Margie Finneghan
Sheri Finney
Dean Fisher
Joseph & Carolyn Fleischer
S. P. Fleming
Margaret Fletcher
Jennifer Floyd
Howard & Margaret Fluhr
Jennifer Flynn in honor of Jonathan O’Brien
Bernard Flynn
Jon Fogarty
G. P. Fonder
Clifford Fong
Jordan Foo
James Forbes in memory of Dorothy Forbes
Charlotte Fore
Vincent Forrenza
Amy Foster
Caitlin Fowler
Miriam Fowler
Laura Fox
Maryann Fox in memory of Margaret Gorjanc Barthel
Russell Fradin
Adine Frank
Diane Fraser
Marc Freedman
Nancy Frisch in memory of Paul Frisch
Melissa Frye
Michelle Gagnon in memory of Jim Beck
Mark & Nancy Gallivan
Jessica Gamba in honor of Kim Kulawik
Ivonne Gani
Andrew Garb in honor of Rod Rodchenbery
Ariana Garbers
Alex Garbino
Jason Gardel
Dennis Garham
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Erin Gavin
Virginia Gelciz
Mary Gendron
Dmitry Genkin
Iacopo Gentilini
John Gerbeth
Jeremy Germita
Maryann Germita in memory of Jennifer Parks
Allan Gibbs
Koenraad Gieskes
Eric & Lana Gilster in memory of Michael Sheffels
Neal Girard
Bruce Gillin
Erika Gladdden
Joel Glavier
Scott Godin
Morey & Dana Goldberg
Jeffrey & Doris Goldstein
Alfred Goldstein
Matthew Goldstein
Skyler Goodell
James Gorham
Marie Gotch
Gregory Graham
Robert Graham
J. T. Graika
Clair Gray
Peter Green
Christopher & Teresa Greene
Karen Greene
Chris Grego
Allen Gregory
Eileen Griffee
Joseph Griffith
Christopher Gronkowski
Patrick & Sheila Gross
Beth Grunewald
Christina & Corey Gualdoni
Sunny Guan
Naoka Gunawardena ◆
Jun Guo
Anshul Gupta
Kanika W. Gupta
Mary Guse
Steve Haan
Armond Habiby
Michael Hale
Ryan Hall ◆
Teresa Ham
Reyna Hampton
Erica Han
Josephine Hand
Paul & Shari Hansen
Thomas Hansen
Brandon R. Hansen
Joseph Harp in honor of Zachary Priddy & Ariel Lyons
Jennifer Harris in honor of Mary Michalis
Jennifer Hartel
Jill Hasenwinkle
Jaime Hassett
Andy Haun
Monica Hauser
Dean Hawkinson in honor of Cameron Hawkinson
Barbara Hayes
Stan Hayes
Stephen & Lynn Hazard
Sarah Hazelwood
Bekki Heckman
Debra Heibeger
Lynne & Henry Heilbrunn
Nathan Helder
S. M. Heranic
Theresa Hermel-Davidco
Juan Herrera
Keith Hersel
Michael Herskovitz
Carrie Hess
Joyce Hesselkamp
Thomas Hickman
Claudia Hicks
Randall Hicks in memory of Dr. Bill Hicks
Brenda Hidalgo
Kathleen Hinnds in memory of Michael Sheffels
Jimmie Hinson Jr.
Dana Hobbs
Reacy Hobbs
Daniel Hodge
Timothy Hoehl
Andrea Hoff
Ulrike Hoffman-Burchardi
John Hogan
Marty Hogan & Jeanne Hoga
Brandon Holley ◆
Howard Honig
Shirley Hooper in memory of Charles Roy Hall Sr.
Nicholas Hope
Karen Hord in memory of Fred Hord
Lucy & Darrell Horn
Jessica Hosman
Jonathan Hoster
Joseph Houle
Natalie & Jon Hoyt
Chih-Chien Hsu
Lingyan Huang
Louis Huard
Scot Hudson
A. V. Huey
Christopher Hughes
Kent Hughes ▲
Christopher Hunt
Jon Hunter
Sudhana Huruli
Hutchison Family Fund
Susan Ilax
Nick Induni
Diana Ingrangerson
Bruce Ioki
Stephen Ives
Justin Ivey
Suresh Iyer
Rachel Jackson
Susanne Jacobs
Jamie Jacquot
Sharon Jadrnak
Cory Jaibert
Ryan James
Lauren Jamie
Derek Janiak
Mark Jankowski
Blair Jason-Williams
Ann Javorsky
Shawna Jean
Neil Jeddeloh in memory of Mike Sheffels
Oliver Jenkins ◆
Thomas & Lucia Jenkins
James Jennis
Jerry Jerome
Kan Jin
Baxter Johnson
Bryan Johnson
Carrie Johnson in honor of Jim Rothrock
Joshua Johnson
Ken Johnson
Kurt Johnson
Kurt Johnson in honor of Jim Rothrock
Melissa Johnson
Thomas Johnson
Tianna Johnson
Timothy ◆ & Kim Johnson
Eric Jones
Jeff Jones
Kelly Jones
Monica Jones
Daniel Joseph
W. J. Kaddy
Paul Kafasis in honor of Matthew Panzarino
Ashwin Kalbhur
Stella Karm
Pamela Kan
Atul & Bina Kanagat
Sekhar Kancherlapalli
Chandra & Venkata Kancherlapalli
Sukhvinder Singh Kang
John Karlen
Harish Kasina
Julie Kaufman
Mike Kaurich ◆
C. W. Kebalo
Carole Keene
Dominique Kelley-Marchie
Jerome Kenealy
Patrick Kennedy
The Keough Family Foundation
Steven Keptner
Benjamin Kern
Bekershaw
Daniel Kestin
Lalitha Ketlineni

■ Member of the FIRST Board of Directors ▲ Member of the FIRST Executive Advisory Board ● FIRST Honorary Director ◆ FIRST Alumni ◈ FIRST Senior Advisor ❤ Matching Gift
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Katherine Ketsdever
Amruta Khadye
Shawn Kilty in memory of Alan Kilty
Alexander King
Christy King
Regina Kirk
Joel Klein
J.B. Kling
Kathleen & George Klinich
Keith Knapp
Derek Knee
Aaron Knight in memory of Kenn Kie
Jesse Knight
Katy Knight
Cartson Ko
Sally Nai Rong Koo
Edie Kooiman
Mitch Koor
Brian Koosmann in memory of Mike Sheffels
Lisa Korslund in memory of Michael Sheffels
Rob Kortum in honor of Michael Lee Sheffels
Gregory Kourououlos
Alex Kowald
Ledia Krast
Elizabeth & David Krider
C. M. Krier
Venkatesh Krishnamurthi
Rafael Krissi
Karen Krivanek in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Katherine Kroening
Steve van Kuken
Elena Kuleshov
Nicholas Kullman
The Kunkel Family Foundation
Jennifer Kuptz
Steve Kurtz
Ann Kutz in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
N.G. KW
John Labiak
Roland Lai
Ryan Lakin
David Lam
Phillip Landman
Greg Landry
Amanda Lange
John Lanham
Kelly LaPeer
Mercedes Larimer
Kenny Law
Alexandra Lawrence
Maura LaClair in honor of Michael Sheffels
Rochelle Leder
Elaine Lee
Howard Lee
Sherry Lee
Hal Leftwich
Scott Legasse
Michael LeGate
Lisa LeMay
David & Elizabeth Lent
Joanne Leonard
Lee Leonard
Laurie Lashin
Alisa & Scott Lessing
Tom Letendre
Diane Levitt
Greg Lewis
LHB Foundation Fund
James Li
Xuepeng Li
Shi-Key & Irene Lin
T. M. Linn
Ira Lipman
Xin Liu
Zhen Hua Liu
Wendy Ljungren
Guy Lohman
Michelle Long & Isaac Mishkit
Paul Long
Susan Long
Jose Lopez
Phedca Louie
Adam Lucas
Matthew Lucas
Jamee Luce
Karen Lue
Maxim Lukiyanov
Bruce Lundebey
Nicholas Luther
Alan Luu
Pat Luzim
Bethny Lynch
John Lynch
Lois & James Lynn in memory of Charles Roy
Patricia Lynott
Stacey Maalouf in honor of Ester Douglass
Kyle Macey
Kathleen Machinski
Scott Mackenzie
Sophia Macris in honor of Harrison Macris
Cristina Mahon
Zachary Maier
Pamela Maker
Daren Mallard
Kenneth Mantey
Bob Manthy
Lynn Marchand
Paula and William J. Marino Family Foundation
Max Markowitz
Chris Marra
Greg Stanton Marra
Michael Marshall
Philip Martel
Christopher Martin
James Martin
Jennifer Martin in memory of David Polgreen
Micki Martin
Ronald Massa in memory of Margaret Barthel
James Mathison
Julie Matteini
Garrett Hellman McBride
Susan McCarthy
William McClung
Jonathan McCoy
Nicholas McCurry
John McDonald
M. W. McGeehe
Kathy McGinness
Jill McGovern
Cassie McIntyre
Scott McKay
Janet McKinley in memory of Jim Beck
Zachary McMenerny
Tyrone & Lisa McNichols
Susan McPherson
Angela Mears
Caroline Meeks
Chet Mehta
Kevin Meier
Miri K. Meichner
Moltzer Family Foundation
Joshua Mensah
Frank & Deb Merrick
Robert Mesnard in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Jeff Meyers
Dennis Michaud
William Miers
Andrea Mikus
Colin Mildenberger
Lee Miles
Anastasia Milano
Dan & Kimberly Miller
Miller Family Charitable Foundation
Michael Miller
Christina Milligan
Kathleen Milligan
Brent Milne & Krista Marks
Joseph Mindell in honor of Anita Bhat & Steve Silvia
Sylvia Misko
Justin Mitchell
Sreeisha Modumudi
Meir Mok
Patty Mold
Dave Molder
Cory Molloy
Mynyoleah Monash
Robert Moon
P. W. Moore
Peter Moran in honor of Nick Eyre
Rey More
R. C. More
Christine Morgan
Michael Morgan
Theresa Morrow
Pam Morris
J. R. Morrow
Aaron Morse
Donna Morse
Patricia Morse
Nancy Ann Mulcare
Claudine Murdoch
Adam Murray
Janet Murray
Virji Musarrat
Pam Myers
Daniel & Jeanine Nadler
Eric Naess
Umesh Naik
Sam Napolitan
Susan Barclay Navey
Beth Nazario in honor of Marchell Burgess
Jose Nazario in honor of Jose Nazario
Richard Neisz in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Pam & Steve Nelson in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Guy Nesin
Cecilia Neumann
Krystle-Jayne Ng
Trevor Ngo
William Nguyen
S. E. Nibbe
Max Nibert
Joshua Nichols
Karen Nichols
Tyler Nichols
Rodney Nissen
David Nissimoff
Anne Nolin
Sepehr Noorzaedeh
Bennett Norris
Dan Novak
Matt Nowell
Jesus Nunez
Justin Nygaard
Sharon Nygaard
Marme Obernauer
Jennifer O’Callaghan
Dan Oelke
Morris Offit
John O’Grady
Patrick O’Hair
Alice O’Hara in memory of Michael Sheffels
Susan O’Hara in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Vaughn Ohlerking
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David & Eunice Polgreen
Garrett Ponder
T.N. Poole
Michael Poulter
Michael Powell
Marcy Prem
Robert & Stacy Pressman
Brenna Price
Hannah Prince
Thomas Probst
Kathleen Prygocki
Kimberley Prygocki-Jeaksins ♦
& David Jeaksins
James Pulaski
Michael Purvis
Yunsheng Qi
Thang Quach
Matthew Quale
Rodney Qualls
Leslie, Eileen, Peter & Crisler Quick
Judy Raia
K.M. Rak
Aaron Raphael Charitable Fund
Rabin Raphy
James Raths
Murali Ravel
Atiq Raza
Ryan Reed
Brandy Reese
Maddie Reese
Lee Reichman
Julie A. Reider
Cyndi Reitmeyer
Claire Renner
Shannon Rhodes
Michael & Tracey Riccardi
Melody Ricci in memory of
Dr. Kristin Engelbretsen
& Sherry Bayer
Jamie Rich
Ken Richardson
April Riddett in honor of
Debbie Riddett
Alex Rinehart
Roseann Rito
Pepe Rivera
Adam Rizika
Cristina Roark
Garth Roark
Victoria Roberge
Carla Roberts
Shay Roberts
Shawna Roberts
Brian Robey
Donald & Sylvia Robinson
Family Foundation
Austin Robison
Amanda Robson
Gary Rodgers
Nicholas Romano
Jann Rosementa
Allyson Ross
Rick Rothenberg
Stephen Rouleau
Rodney Roundcount
Latisha Rourke
Rashmi Routray
Louis Rubbo
Michael Rudder
Steve Ruff in memory of John Veto
Sam Ruppert
Michael Rusignuolo
Edward Rust
Anjali Ruvalacaba in honor
of Alexis Tuason
The Ryan Family Foundation
Astrid SabellaRosa
Ezmeralda Sager
Helen Sain in honor of David Sain
Adam Salam
Lea Salmeron
Thksina Sanogo
Linsey Sappington
Nathaniel Sargent
Dip Sathe
Kevin Satow
Betty Satterfield
Sydney Saucier
Holly Saunders
Danielle Savole in memory of
David Polgreen
C. D. Sayles
Danielle Scanlon
Kristi Scarpone
Lori Schaepe
Maria Parks Schaff
Richard Schaffer
Caryn Schall in memory of
Michael Sheffels
Paul Scheidler
Pam Schelling
Mark & Juanita Schmell
Rich Schermerhorn
Austin Schiebel
Judith Schierts
Randy Schiestl
Herbert Schilling
Mark Schlaflman
J. Frank Schmidt Family Charitable
Foundation in memory of
Charles Roy Hall Sr.
Nick Schmidt
Diane Schmit
Dean Schnedier
James Schnur
Lisa Schroeder-Plante
Elizabeth Wisti Schutte in
memory of Michael Sheffels
Robert Scott
Roberta & Jordan Sedler in honor
of Amy & Peter Desmond
Aaron Selig in honor of Kyle
& Corinne Lawton
Jesse Senior
Vanessa Serrano
Jesse Serrano III
Elizabeth & Spencer Seufert
P. E. Sevilla
Nda-ya Suber in honor of
Dash Johnson
Kathleen Shaniuk in memory of
Lloyd O’Hara
Lorraine Shanley
Venkat Sharmgusandaram
Neal Shapiro
Barry Sharp
Robert Shen
Sarah Sherber
Brian Sheridan
Elizabeth Sheridan
Jerry Sheridan
Eric D. & Mary Sherk
Nirav Sheth
Peng Shi
The Walter V. & Judith L. Shipley
Family Foundation
Kathy Shirk
Vaishali Shroud
Gayle Shull in honor of
Frances Joy Bowman
Michael Shyne
Precious Siddiquee ♦
& Shawn Fodor
Uzair Siddiqui
Donna DiMauro Sides
Jeffrey Siegel
Paul Silberberg
Daniel Sills
Michelle Silveria
Cynthia & Randall Simatic
Tamara Simon
Carol Singer & Daniel Singer Bricklin
Navrina Singh
James Sinn
Roy Sivley
Stephanie Slezicky ♦
Aimee Smart
Alexis Smith
Diane Smith in memory of
Lloyd O’Hara
Melissa Smith ♦
Laurence & Diana Smith
Larry Smith
Michael Smith
Roy and Mary Ann Smith
Foundation
T. J. Smith
Paige Snider
Saurabh Sodani
Shivani Sodani
Monica Menthra Soehren
Glenn Solomon
Solso Family Foundation
Stefanie Solyom in honor of
Tamas Zsebe
Michael Sorenti ♦
DonorsChoose.org is a crowdfunding platform for public educators in the United States. For years, educators have used it to fundraise for materials for FIRST programs and other STEM learning classroom needs. More recently, sponsors have collaborated with FIRST to offer donation matches and other special funding opportunities to FIRST-related projects on the platform, impacting nearly 100,000 students.

FIRST Robotics Competition mentor Monique Dituri is a DonorsChoose.org teacher ambassador who helps other educators get started with FIRST on the platform. She has galvanized her school in Clifton, New Jersey, to raise over $775,000 through DonorsChoose.org. Through her dedication to her students and getting them resources they need to realize their full potential, Dituri is leading a culture change in her community to one where STEM is as celebrated as athletics and more young people have access to life-changing programs like FIRST.
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Sue Werner in honor of Lloyd O’Hara
Elizabeth Westfall
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Heather Weston
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Cathie White in memory of Margaret Barthel
Charlie White
Donna Whitefield
Jordan Whitfield
Bruce Whitley
Bradley & Kavita Whitney
Kim Wierman
Carson Wilber
Christopher Wilber
Michelle Wilcove
Vincent & Jean Wilczynski
Jill Wilker
Heatherlyne & Jeff Wilkes
Alexandra Williams
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Ken A. Williams
Marsha Williams
Nelson Williams in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Tierra Williams
Zia Williams
Jason Wilner
Jonathan Wilson in honor of Alex Epstein
Bill Wilson
Emily Wilson
Kathy Wilson in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Ric Wilson
Daniel Wise in memory of Lloyd O’Hara
Kimberly Wixon
John Woerner & Colleen Finnegan
Bill Wolfe
Lisa Salny Wolfrum in honor of Ryan Wolfrum
June & Steve Wolfson Family Foundation
Terry Wolkoicz
Daniel Wolter
Heather Wormeldorf in honor of Isaac N. Drongowski
Andy Wong
Edward Y. Wong
Pamela Wong ●
Robert Worsham
Heather Wright
Mylin Gonzalez Wright
Timothy Wright
Li Yan
Katie Yang ●
Rama Yedavalli
Cary Yedinak
Danny Yo

Yogesh Yogesh
Kyle York
Suzanne Young
Margaret & Bob Youngs in honor of Michelle Long
Ren Yu
Louise Zarrilli & Christopher Sargent
David Zatorski
Kevin Zawilski
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Rich Zdrojewski
Chunyan Zhang
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Arthur Zhao
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Marc Ziss
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Noam Zv
Mark Zuckerberg
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Robert Worsham
Continued special thanks to the Argyos Foundation and the DEKA Foundation

2017-2018 SEASON FIRST LEGO LEAGUE JR. SPONSORS

PROGRAM SPONSOR

LEGO

TOP TEAM SPONSORS
10 or more teams in 2017-2018 — Sponsors in this section are listed in descending order starting with the sponsor of the highest number of teams.

John Deere
DoD STEM
LEGO Foundation
Tennessee Valley Authority
The Dow Chemical Company
United Therapeutics Corporation
Argosy Oklahoma Grant
Qualcomm Incorporated
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
TE Connectivity
Lidos, Inc.
Monsanto Company

2017-2018 SEASON FIRST LEGO LEAGUE Sponsors

FOUNDING PARTNER

LEGO

GLOBAL SPONSORS

3M

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

FIRST LEGO LEAGUE GLOBAL INNOVATION AWARD

Partners in Innovation
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
LEGO Education
PwC US

Global Innovation Collaborators
Collins Aerospace
John Deere
SCTE Foundation
XPRIZE®

In Cooperation with
The United States Patent and Trademark Office

TOP TEAM SPONSORS
10 or more teams in 2017-2018 — Sponsors in this section are listed in descending order starting with the sponsor of the highest number of teams.

DoD STEM
Tennessee Valley Authority
John Deere
The Boeing Company
Caterpillar, Inc.
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
The Dow Chemical Company
Qualcomm Incorporated
Collins Aerospace
M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust
United Technologies Corporation (UTC)
Apple
Monsanto Company
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Motorola Solutions Foundation
TE Connectivity
NSBE-Diversity & Inclusion Grant
Raytheon Company
Bechtel Group Foundation
Picatinny Arsenal
GE Healthcare
Google, Inc.
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
General Electric Energy (Power & Water)

2017-2018 FIRST ROBOTICS COMPETITION SPONSORS

SUPPLIERS

Crown Suppliers
The 3M Company
AndyMark, Inc.
Bimba Manufacturing
CTR Electronics
EnerSys
FedEx Corporation
Gates Corporation
igus® Inc.
Innovation First International
Inventables
Mastercam / CNC Software, Inc.
National Instruments
REV Robotics
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
DS SolidWorks Corporation
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)

Diamond Suppliers
Analog Devices Inc.
Anchor Labs
AutomationDirect.com
BaneBots
Bishop-Wisecarver Group
BURNDY® LLC
PTC, Inc.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Gold Suppliers
CollabNet
Digi-Key Electronics
Festo
Fluke Corporation
GitHub, Inc.
MaxBotix Inc.
Novelis, Inc.
Open Mesh Networks
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Vulcan Spring & Mfg. Co.
Wolfram Research

Silver Suppliers
Altium
Anderson Power Products®
Armabot
Autodesk, Inc.
BOSCH
Clippard Instrument Laboratory
Cooler Master
DENSOS/ASMO
ebm-papst Inc.
ECIA – Electronic Components
Institute Association
Hydro – Extrusion North America
IMI Precision Engineering
Kent Elastomer Products, Inc.
Kepware Technologies
Nidec Motor Corporation
NVIDIA Corporation
RAPID
Robopromo.com

Ruland Manufacturing
SolidProfessor
Tableau Software
TE Connectivity
Techplex Labs
WestCoast Products

Bronze Suppliers
American Button Machines
Belden, Inc.
CUI Inc.
Cypress
HaydonKerk Motion Products, Inc.
Honeywell Sensing & Productivity Solutions
Kauli Labs
Microsoft Corporation
MISUMI USA
NASON
Next Gen Robots LLC
PHD, Inc.
Robroy Enclosures Inc.
Samtec, Inc.
Siemens Corporation
The Siemens Company
Sports Awards
Triangle Manufacturing Company
Xilinx

Other Contributors
Bourns
Colicraft
Diamond Technologies
Eaton’s Busmann Division
Epec Engineered Technologies
Hitc Commercial Solutions
HPE Automation
IBM Corporation
Littlefuse
ON Semiconductor
Oneshape
Panasonic Industrial Devices
Sales Company of America
Sager
ScreenSteps
Spencio Switches
TDK Corporation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Vishay
Walt Disney Imagineering
Yageo

TOP TEAM SPONSORS

10 or more teams in 2017-2018 — Sponsors in this section are listed in descending order starting with the sponsor of the highest number of teams.

Arconic Foundation
DoD STEM
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The Boeing Company
John Deere
Monsanto Company
M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Caterpillar, Inc.
PTC, Inc.
Collins Aerospace
Leidos, Inc.
TE Connectivity
The Dow Chemical Company
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
Google, Inc.
United Technologies Corporation (UTC)
Motorola Solutions Foundation
Qualcomm Incorporated
Bechtel Group Foundation
Tennessee Valley Authority
United Therapeutics Corporation
Picatinny Arsenal

Apple
NVIDIA Corporation
Ford Motor Company
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
State of Florida
Qualcomm Incorporated
Medtronic Foundation
Google, Inc.
Leidos, Inc.
BAE Systems
Caterpillar, Inc.
Boston Scientific Corporation
Raytheon Company
The 3M Company
Monsanto Company
Comcast NBCUniversal
Pentair Foundation
Picatinny Arsenal
John Deere
Bechtel Group Foundation
Tennessee Valley Authority
The Dow Chemical Company
Abbott Fund
TE Connectivity
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
Bloomberg L.P.
Motorola Solutions Foundation
Bosch
General Electric Energy
Bezos Family Foundation
Delphi Foundation (Aptiv)
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
GE Healthcare
**FIRST**® prepares students for life beyond high school

- Create community
- Grow your network
- Find internships
- Inspire others

**ALUMNI**

**Highest degree expected:**
- 34% Bachelors
- 41% Masters
- 19% Doctorate

43% of alumni still involved in FIRST:
- 26% are mentor/coaches
- 18% volunteer at events
- 15% volunteer (other)

**FIRST**® alumni gained skills and attitudes needed in today’s workforce:
- 90% Problem Solving Skills
- 90% Teamwork
- 87% Innovative Thinking
- 85% Creative Thinking
- 85% Perseverance
- 79% Leadership

**FIRST strengthened post-high school success:**
- 83% more confident in leadership roles
- 78% more confident in time management
- 74% more prepared for college courses
- 72% gained access to mentors and peers in STEM

**College majors:**
- 54% Engineering
- 32% Computers/Programming
- 22% Science
- 11% Math

**78%** of all alumni:
- 68% of all female
- 82% of all male
- are in STEM fields

* Could select more than one option. **FIRST**® Alumni Study (2015)

www.firstinspires.org/alumni
FIRST Scholarship Program

In 2018, as part of the FIRST Scholarship Program, nearly 200 FIRST Scholarship Providers made available over $80 million in scholarship opportunities to high school FIRST participants and alumni.

The majority of FIRST scholarships are made available by specific colleges or universities for enrollment at their campuses; others are made available by corporations, associations, or foundations for use at a selection of schools.

To learn more about the FIRST Scholarship Program, or to make FIRST Scholarships available from your institution, please visit: www.firstinspires.org/scholarships

2018 FIRST SCHOLARSHIP PROVIDERS

PLATINUM ($500,000+)
- Capital Technology University
- Clarkson University
- Florida Institute of Technology
- Illinois Institute of Technology
- Kettering University
- Lawrence Technological University
- Macquarie University
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
- Michigan Tech University
- Milwaukee School of Engineering
- Olin College of Engineering
- Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
- Rochester Institute of Technology
- Stevens Institute of Technology
- Syracuse University College of Engineering and Computer Science
- Tecnologico de Monterrey
- Universidad Panamericana
- University of Advancing Technology
- University of Rochester
- U.S. Navy ROTC—St. Louis Recruitng District
- Webb Institute
- Worcester Polytechnic Institute
- Yale University

SILVER ($40,000 – $99,999)
- American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
- Arizona State University
- Bahcesehir University
- Bradley University
- Campbell University
- Case Western Reserve University
- College for Creative Studies
- Farleigh Dickinson University
- Grand Valley State University
- Harvey Mudd College
- Horizons School of Technology
- Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
- Johnson & Wales University
- Marquette University
- McKendree University
- Missouri University of Science and Technology
- National Fluid Power Association (NFPA)
- Northwest Nazarene University
- Engineering Pacific University
- Rice University
- Saginaw Valley State University
- Seattle Pacific University
- SUNY Polytechnic Institute
- Temple University
- The Raytheon Company
- University of Cincinnati—College of Engineering and Applied Science
- University of Detroit Mercy
- University of Hartford
- University of Kansas
- University of Massachusetts
- Lowell Engineering University
- University of Minnesota Twin Cities/PTC
- University of Portland
- University of Southern California
- Viterbi School of Engineering
- University of Texas Arlington
- University of Texas at Austin
- Washington State University—Vail College of Engineering and Architecture

BRONZE ($20,000 – $39,999)
- Adelphi University
- California University of Pennsylvania
- Canadore College
- Denwood College of Technology
- Eastern Michigan University
- Hofstra University
- Iowa State University
- NextEra Energy/Florida Power and Light Company
- Northwestern University
- Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs Foundation
- The Ohio State University
- Oklahoma State University College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
- Pace University, Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems
- Rutgers University
- St. Clair College
- Saint Martin’s University
- Steve Sanghi Scholarship
- Texas Tech University
- University of Alaska—Anchorage
- University of Maryland, A. James Clark School of Engineering
- University of South Carolina, College of Engineering and Computing
- University of Tennessee, College of Engineering
- Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology
- Vermont Technical College
- Whitworth University
- Xavier University

GOLD ($100,000 – $499,999)
- Boston University
- Bucknell University
- College of the Atlantic
- The Dr. Bart Kamen Memorial FIRST Scholarship Fund
- Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University—AZ
- Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University—FL
- Hampshire College
- Hudson Valley Community College
- Indiana University
- Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México (ITAM)
- Jacksonville University
- McMaster University
- Merrimack College
- Northeastern University
- Northern Arizona University
- Randolph College
- Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
- Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU)
- Tulane University
- University of Missouri–Kansas City
- University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee
- Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) School of Engineering

BRASS (UP TO $19,999)
- Actobotics/ServoCity
- American Petroleum Institute
- Anoka Technical College
- Boise State University
- Cleveland State University
- The College of St. Scholastica
- DePaul University
- Eagle Robotics
- East Carolina University
- Farmingdale State College
- Ferris State University
- Gates Corporation
- George Fox University
- Georgia Institute of Technology
- Industrial Arts Institute
- Itasca Community College
- Kansas State University
- College of Engineering
- Lake Superior State University
- Los Angeles Robotics/ Southern California Regional Robotics Forum (SCRRF)
- Make School
- Maryville University
- Mercer University
- Metropolitan Community College—Maple Woods
- Mineral Area College
- Minnesota State College Southeast
- Molloy College
- Murray State University
- New York Institute of Technology
- Nipissing University
- North Carolina Agricultural and Technical University
- North Carolina State University
- NYU Tandon School of Engineering
- Oral Roberts University
- Oregon Institute of Technology
- Oregon State University
- Pennsylvania State University
- College of Engineering
- Phil Clancy Memorial Scholarship
- Plymouth State University
- Portland State University
- Queen’s University
- Robert Morris University
- Ryerson University—Faculty of Engineering and Architectural Science
- St. Louis Community College
- SME Education Foundation
- Society of Women Engineers (SWE)—Houston
- South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
- Southeast Missouri State University
- Southwestern Michigan College
- SpaceX
- Universidad Autónoma de La Laguna (UAL)
- University of Central Missouri
- University of Connecticut
- University of Dayton
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- College of Engineering
- University of Massachusetts Amherst/PTC
- University of Mississippi
- University of Nevada Las Vegas
- University of New Hampshire
- University of New Orleans
- University of North Alabama
- University of Northern Iowa
- University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT)
- University of Southern Maine
- University of Texas at San Antonio
- University of Toronto
- University of Waterloo
- University of Windsor
- University of Wisconsin, Madison
- Viterbo University
- Wake Technical Community College
- Weber State University
- Western Carolina University
- Western Technical College
- Western University
- York University
- Young Harris College
- Youngstown State University
- College of STEM

New Provider
The following key organizations and volunteers in the field organize the FIRST LEGO League Jr. program in their respective regions.

GLOBAL PARTNERS

Australia
Luan Heilmich
Macquarie University

Belgium
Mark Franken
Brigitte van Helden
Stichting Techniekpromotie

Canada
KimberleyWerezek
FIRST Robotics Canada

ONTARIO
Christine Bibic
FIRST Robotics Canada

NEWFOUNDLAND/LABRADOR
Steven Noseworthy
FIRST Technology Association, Inc.

QUEBEC
RachidAbiza
FIRST Robotics Quebec

Chile
KristinEngemann
Fundacion SparckTalents

China
Eugene Zhang
Semia Limited

CHINESE TAIPEI
ReneCheng
K Kingdom Inc.

Costa Rica
MarielaSanchez
Fundacion STEAM

Cyprus
KostasVasileiou
EduAct

Denmark
NinaSilverson
StianElstad
FIRST Scandavnia

Dominican Republic
Abraham Duhajre
Fundación Para el Desarrollo de las Ciencias y Tecnología

Ecuador
FabianaPedrini
FernandoArmendariz
Plan Ceibal

Egypt
Ayman El Kabbany
Techno Future Egypt

Estonia
HeiloAltin
MTÜRobotoolka

France
FranziRombeuger
HANSDONTECHNOLOGY e.V.

Greece
KostasVasileiou
EduACT

Hong Kong
EugeneZhang
Semia Limited

India
Sudhanshu Sharma
India STEM Foundation

Indonesia
BambangRusli
MIKROBOT

Ireland
MandyWorkman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Israel
YaaritLevy/
BosmatShalom-Tuchin
Keren Muchnik/Gila Kusan
FIRST Israel/Technion Institute of Science and Technology

Italy
Valentina Bisoffi
FrancescaMaffei
Fondazione Museo Civico di Rovereto

Japan
HidekiKamoshida
TakahiroKondo
FIRST Japan

Jordan
IsmaelYaseinHasan
Jubilee Center for Excellence in Education/King Hussein Foundation

Kenya
Christine AchiengOnyango
FIRST LEGO League East Africa

Lebanon
GhaziMtawheh
Cedars Cultural School-Education and Technology Center

Lithuania
KristijonasVasiliauskas
Robotikos Akademija

Malaysia
KevinWan
Sasbadi Sdn Bhd

México
Roberto Saint Martin
RoboticX

The Netherlands
Mark Franken
Brigitte van Helden
Stichting Techniekpromotie

New Zealand
JasonKyle
Kiwi FIRST

Northern Ireland
MandyWorkman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Norway
MariannJohnsen
SiljeKumes
FIRST Scandavnia

Pakistan
RehanAhmad
STARnALL Foundation

Philippines
MylineAbiva
FELTA Multi-Media, Inc.

Portugal
AnaRaquelSilva
NoahRevoy
Evolv21

Qatar
IsmaelYaseinHasan
King Hussein Foundation

Republic of Korea
ProfessorKyoung-MihnDo
FEST (Feeling and Enjoying Science & Technology Organization)

Romania
StefanRadulescu
CRESTM

Russia
MaximPetrov
OlegDeripaska’s Volroe Delo Foundation

Saudi Arabia
KhushbooSamarkia
AhmadTawalbeh
ATLAB Trading, LLC

Scotland
MandyWorkman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Singapore
NualwonCha-ume
PittayutTangsatjatham
Duck Learning

Slovenia
NatalijaPremuzic
Zavod Super Glavce

South Africa
Johannes de Vries
Tshwane University of Technology/ FIRST South Africa

Spain
RicardHuguet
Montse Bover
Fundación Scientia

Swaziland
Johannes de Vries
Tshwane University of Technology/ FIRST South Africa

Sweden
NinaSilverson
StianElsta
FIRST Scandavnia

Thailand
NualwonCha-ume
GAMMACO

Tunisia
IsmaelYaseinHasan
Jubilee Center for Excellence in Education/King Hussein Foundation

Turkey
FatmaHabip
AsliYikiciYurtsever
BilimKahramanlariDeremgi

Ukraine
OksanaStoyetskaya
Innovative Education Solutions

United Arab Emirates
Khushboo Samarkia
ATLAB Trading, LLC

United Kingdom
MandyWorkman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

United States
ADVENTIST ROBOTICS LEAGUE
Mel Wade

ALABAMA
TaylorWhisenant
FIRST in Alabama

ALASKA
RebeccaSoza
Juneau Economic Development Council

ARIZONA
HilaryMitchell
Arizona State University, College of Technology & Innovation

CALIFORNIA – CENTRAL
MichaelAdam
SantanuBanerjee
Clowis Unified School District

CALIFORNIA – NORTHERN
JillWilkier
Playing & Learning

CALIFORNIA – SOUTHERN
LynnCrockett
LEGOLAND®

COLORADO
KatherineAschenberg
Colorado Robotics Excelling at Science and Technology Inc.

DELAWARE
TesheniaHughes
EricCheek
Delaware State University

FLORIDA – CENTRAL
JoyceWalters
Polk State University

FLORIDA – NORTHEAST
KalaiSankar
RenaissanceJax

FLORIDA – NORTHWEST
RickSoria
Dolittle Institute

FLORIDA – SOUTH
StaceyJones
Green Mouse Academy

FLORIDA – WEST COAST
DeshBagley
Doolittle Institute

GUAM
CharikaGarcia
Dr. AjaySung
Science is Fun and Awesome

HAWAI’I
ShereeHerrera
Hawaii FIRST LEGO League

IDAHO
TimothyEwers, Ph.D.
RobinBaumgartner
Extension 4-H, University of Idaho

ILLINOIS
DanGreen
INSciTE Illinois

INSciTE Illinois

Iowa
AmandaLidstone
Iowa State University

KANSAS
KerriMcKee
Wichita State University

KENTUCKY
JanisseAbbott
Kentucky State University

LOUISIANA
JaredBeer
Louisiana Tech University

MASSACHUSETTS
StephMecklenburg
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MICHIGAN
BethDuewel
Grand Valley State University

MINNESOTA
KevinBurrell
University of Minnesota

MISSOURI
SharonWise
University of Missouri

NEBRASKA
CoryStein
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

NEVADA
JenniReilly
University of Nevada, Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE
KathleenFilion
University of New Hampshire

NEW JERSEY
JessicaBodine
Princeton University

NEW MEXICO
RandyWard
University of New Mexico

NEW YORK
DavidAlpern
Columbia University

OHIO
StephanieByrne
Ohio State University

OKLAHOMA
SaraSundin
University of Oklahoma

OREGON
CaraLoeb
Oregon State University

PENNSYLVANIA
Chadschaefer
University of Pennsylvania

RHODE ISLAND
BriannaAl-Shareef
Brown University

SOUTH CAROLINA
DavidBrey
University of South Carolina

TENNESSEE
SueAnnaZimmer
University of Tennessee

TEXAS
CrystalChavez
University of Texas at Austin

UTAH
ToniOrtman
Utah State University

VIRGINIA
StephanieBrown
Virginia Tech

WASHINGTON
RachelBledsoe
University of Washington

WEST VIRGINIA
KerryEltzen
West Virginia University

WISCONSIN
JillMcDowell
University of Wisconsin

WYOMING
JoyceGottfried
University of Wyoming

ADDLESEED
The Institution of Engineering & Technology
Young Inventors Solve Global Problems

Across the FIRST Progression of Programs, team members are encouraged to ask questions, push their limits, and work collaboratively to solve problems and improve the world around them. By challenging students to think like innovators, FIRST is helping to create the next generation of changemakers, critical thinkers, and leaders.

The FIRST LEGO League Global Innovation Award is a forum that lets young visionaries take center stage. The competition is designed to showcase the solutions FIRST LEGO League teams create to real-world problems as a result of their Project. The award allows teams to further develop their solutions by considering possible barriers to implementation, documenting the evaluations of their invention, and validating their design with professionals.

In its eighth year, the 2018 FIRST LEGO League Global Innovation Award celebrated the inventions FIRST LEGO League teams created to improve the ways people find, transport, use, or dispose of water during the HYDRO DYNAMICS™ season.

Team “FSINGENIUM” from Pamplona, Spain took the top prize—a $20,000 cash award—for the HYDROBALL, a tennis-ball sized water conservation tool that gets buried in the soil and precisely measures how much water is available for crops. It provides the user with real-time data via smartphone technology. With a dual sensor and battery life of five years, the HYDROBALL measures both the moisture in the soil and the tension with which the land retains water—that is, the amount of water available for the plant.
GLOBAL PARTNERS

Their respective regions.

volunteers in the field organize the

FIRST LEGO League program in

South Africa

EduACT

Kostas Vasileiou

Puerto Rico

Miray Ramy

Eureka STEM

Rhode Island

Nick Terry

Rhode Island School of the Future

South Carolina

Louis Rubbo

SC FIRST LEGO League and Robotics Education, Inc.

Texas – Aces

Megan Clark

Kristi Cantu

Jane Taylor

Jason Arms

FIRST in Texas

Texas – North

John Shellene

DFW Technology and Education Council

Texas – Southwest

Gabby Gandara

Virgilio Gonzalez

University of Texas at El Paso

Utah

Kyle Feuz

Dana Dellingr

Weber State University

Virginia/District of Columbia

Nick Swayne

Krystian Jones

James Madison University

Washington

Jacque Grimm

Erin McCallum

FIRST Washington

West Virginia

Todd Ensign

NASA IV & V Educator Resource Center

Wisconsin

Lisa Bartig

BadgerBOTS

Wyoming

Cathy Bisiar

Natrona County School District

Vietnam

Su Kim Ngan

Viet Tinh Ann JSC

Wales

Mandy Workman

The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Zimbabwe

Johannes de Vries

Tshwane University of Technology/ FIRST South Africa

2017-2018 FIRST LEGO LEAGUE

The following key organizations and volunteers in the field organize the FIRST LEGO League program in their respective regions.

Global Partners

Andorra

ricard Huguet

Montse Bover

Fundación Scientia

Argentina

Fabiana Pedrini

Plan Ceibal

Australia

Luan Heilmich

Macquarie University

austria

franzi Ronnieburger

HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Azerbaijan

Fatma Habip

Asli Yikici Yurtseve

Bilim Kahramanleri Dernegi

Bahamas

Abraham Dauhajre

Fundación para el Desarrollo de las Ciencias y Tecnología

Belgium

Mark Franken

Brigitte van Helden

Stichting Techniekpromotion

bolivia

Raul Ontiveros

ONTI Foundation

Brazil

Paulo Mol Junior

Barbara Cambraia Trajano

Sergio Jamal Gotti

Sesi-Brazilian Social Services of Industry–National Department

Canada

Alberta

Ania Ossowska

FIRST Robotics Society

British Columbia

Philip Pierce

St. Margaret’s School

Newfoundland and Labrador

Clarence Button

O’Donell High School

Nova Scotia

Gary Walsh

Acadia University

Ontario

David Ellis

FIRST Robotics Canada

Quebec

Rachid Abiza

FIRST Robotics Quebec

Saskatchewan

Daryl Hepting, Ph. D.

University of Regina

Chile

Kristin Engemann

Fundación SparkTalents

China

Eugene Zhang

Semia Limited

Chinese Taipei

Rene Cheng

Johnson Jan

K Kingdom Inc.

Colombia

Viviana Garzon Cardoza

Fabiana Pedrini

Plan Ceibal/Uniminuto

Costa Rica

Mariela Sanchez

Fundación STEAM

Cyprus

Kostas Vasileiou

EduACT

Czech Republic

Franti Ronnieburger

HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Denmark

Mariann Johnsen

Silje Kumeus

First Scandinavia

Dominican Republic

Abraham Dauhajre

Fundación para el Desarrollo de las Ciencias y Tecnología

Ecuador

Fabiana Pedrini

Fernando Armendariz

Plan Ceibal/ Colegio SEK

Egypt

Aymen El Kabbany

Techno Future Egypt

Estonia

Heilo Altin

MTU Robotikka

Faroe Islands

Mariann Johnsen

Silje Kumeus

First Scandinavia

Finland

Pekka Pihola

Robotikka

France

Caroline Bayart

West Side Robot Lab

Germany

Franti Ronnieburger

HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Ghana

Olajide Ademola Ajayi

CODERINA

Greece

Kostas Vasileiou

EduACT

Guatemala

Fabiana Pedrini

Shiomara Bennett de Trujillo

Plan Ceibal/ Computacion Avenzada

Haiti

Odile Augustin

Kinvil Jean

FEDUDEVH

Hong Kong

Eugene Zhang

Semia Limited

The Hong Kong Youth Federation

Hungary

Franti Ronnieburger

HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Iceland

David Armannsson

FIRST LEGO League & Island

India

Sudhanshu Sharma

India STEM Foundation

Indonesia

Bambang Rusli

Microbot

Ireland

Gareth James

Mandy Workman

The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Israel

Yaarit Levy/Bosmat

Keren Muchnik/ Gila Kusan

First Israel/ Technion Institute of Science and Technology

Italy

Valentina Bisoffi

Francesca Maffei

Fondazione Museo Civico di Rovereto

Japan

Hideki Kamoshida

Takahiro Kondo

FIRST Japan

Jordan

Ismaïl Yasein Hasan

King Hussein Foundation/Jubilee Center for Excellence in Education

Kenya

Christine Acheng Onyango

FIRST LEGO League East Africa

Latvia

Heilo Altin

MTU Robotikka

Lebanon

Ghazi Mtawe

CEDars Cultural School-Education and Technology Center

Lithuania

Kristijonas Vasiliaskas

Robotikos Akademija

Macedonia

Prof. Srdjan Kadic

Young Inventors of Montenegro

Malaysia

King Hui Law

Kevin Wan

Sasbadi Sdn Bhd

Mexico

Roberto Saint Martin

RobotIX

Moldova

Heilo Altin

Viorica Bordei

MTU Robotikka/Moldovan Association of ICT Companies (ATIC)

Mongolia

Tumurchudur Dugerrechaa

Mongolia Robot Education Association

Montenegro

Prof. Srdjan Kadic

Young Inventors of Montenegro

Morocco

Laila Berchane

Play Academy

The Netherlands

Mark Franken

Brigitte van Helden

Stichting Techniekpromotion

New Zealand

Jason Kyle

Kiw FIRST

Nigeria

Olajide Ademola Ajayi

CODERINA

Northern Ireland

Mandy Workman

The Institution of Engineering and Technology
Norway
Marian Johnsen
Sille Kumeus
FIRST Scandinavia

Oman
Khushboo Samkaria
ATLAB Trading, LLC

Pakistan
Rehan Ahmad
Qamar Iqbal
STARRALL (Science and Technology Awareness and Recognition for All)

Palestine
Ismail Yaseen Hasan
King Hussein Foundation/Jubilee
Center for Excellence in Education

Paraguay
Fabiana Pedrini
Líu Ficorilli Gómez
Plan Ceibal/ Espacios de Ser

Peru
Sadya Velizarof
Alex Mori
Wemher Von Braun IEP SA

Philippines
Mylene Abiva
FELTA Multi-Media, Inc.

Poland
Franzi Ronneburger
HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Portugal
Noah Revoy
Ana Raquel Silva
Evoluz21

Qatar
Ismail Yaseen Hasan
King Hussein Foundation/Jubilee
Center for Excellence in Education

Republic of Korea
Professor Kyoung-Mihn Do
FEST (Feeling and Enjoying Science & Technology Organization)

Romania
Stefan Radulescu
CRESTEM

Russia
Maxim Petrov
Oleg Deripaska’s Volnoe
delo Foundation

Saudi Arabia
Khushboo Samkaria
Ahmad Tawalbeh
ATLAB Trading, LLC

Scotland
Mandy Workman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Serbia
Natalija Premuzić
Zavod Super Glavce

Singapore
Hozefa Aziz
Singapore Wala
Duck Learning

Slovakia
Franzi Ronneburger
HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Slovenia
Natalija Premuzić
Zavod Super Glavce

South Africa
Johannes de Vries
Tshware University of Technology/
FIRST South Africa

Spain
Ricard Huguet
Montse Bover
Fuciondaci Scientia

Sweden
Marian Johnsen
Sille Kumeus
FIRST Scandinavia

Swaziland
Johannes de Vries
Tshware University of Technology/
FIRST South Africa

Switzerland
Stefanie Hauffe
Franzi Ronneburger
HANDS on TECHNOLOGY e. V.

Thailand
Nualworn Cha-ume
Pittayut Tangsatjatham
Gammaco (Thailand) Co. Ltd.

Trinidad and Tobago
Lovaan Superville
Toni Hinds-Joel
NIHERST

Turkey
Fatma Habip
Aslı Yikici Yurtseve
Bilim Kahramanlari Demegi

Uganda
Christine Achieng Onyango
FIRST LEGO League East Africa

Ukraine
Oksana Stoyetskaya
Prolego Ltd.

United Arab Emirates
Khushboo Samkaria
ATLAB Trading, LLC

United Kingdom
Gareth James
Mandy Workman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

United States
ADVENTIST ROBOTICS LEAGUE
Mel Wade

ALABAMA
Drew Whisenant
Taylor Whisenant
FIRST in Alabama

ALASKA
Alyson Copper
Rebecca Soza
Juneau Economic Development Council

ARIZONA
Hilarry Mitchell
Ira A. Fulton/Schools of Engineering
Arizona State University

ARKANSAS
Richard Cassady
Amber Williamson
Science and Technology Group, Inc.

CALIFORNIA – CENTRAL
Michael Adam
Robyn Castillo
Citrus Unified School District

CALIFORNIA – LOS ANGELES
Tony Ayad
Girl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles

CALIFORNIA – NORTHERN
Mark Edelman
Jill Wilker
Playing @ Learning

CALIFORNIA – SOUTHERN
Lynn Crockett
LEGOLAND®

COLORADO
Courtney Goeltzenleuchter
Kevin Kowalczysz
Kevin Popp
Colorado Roboticists, Excelling at Science and Technology Inc.

CONNECTICUT
Mike Gentry
ingenuityNE inc.

DELAWARE
Eric Cheek, Ph. D.
Delaware State University

FLORIDA – CENTRAL
Michael Schweim
Polk State College

FLORIDA – NORTHEAST
Mark McCombs
Renaissance Jax, Inc.

FLORIDA – NORTHWEST
Beth Hanning
Lauren Bierman
Doolittle Institute

FLORIDA – SOUTH
Stacey Jones
Green Mouse Academy

FLORIDA – WEST COAST
Desh Bagley
Hillsborough Community College

GEORGIA
Jasmine Patel
Jeff Rosen
Georgia Institute of Technology

HAWAII
Taka Kimura
Derrick Shiroma
Hawaii FIRST LEGO League

IDAHO
Robin Baumgartner
Timothy Ewers, Ph.D.
Extension 4-H, University of Idaho

ILLINOIS
Bob Hubberts
Diane Michalczuk
INScITe Illinois

INDIANA
Carol Dostal
College of Engineering, Technology and Computer Science
Indiana University–Purdue University, Fort Wayne

IOWA
Pam Garfield
Jean Hoppert
FIRST Nevada

KANSAS – SOUTHEAST
Lisa Blair
Greenbush, Southeast Kansas Education Service Center

KENTUCKY
Beth Koch
Northern Kentucky University

LOUISIANA
Michelle Sanchez
Annette Oertling
FIRST Louisiana-Mississippi, Inc.

MAINE
Tom Bickford
Maine Robotics

MARYLAND
Jamie Gurganus
College of Engineering & Information Technology
University of Maryland Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Colleen Shaver
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

MICHIGAN
Pamela Williamson
FIRST in Michigan

MINNESOTA
Vicki Coaty
Cheryl Moeller
High Tech Kids

MISSISSIPPI
Eddie Melton
Teresa Lanum
Robotics Alliance of Mississippi

MONTANA
Christine Foreman
College of Engineering, Montana State University

NEBRASKA – SOUTHERN
Tony Ayad
Jonathan Ewers, Ph.D.
Playing @ Learning

NEBRASKA – CENTRAL
Colleen Shaver
INGenuityNE Inc.

NEBRASKA – NORTHEAST
Jane Gurganus
INScITe Illinois

NEVADA – RENO
Dee Frewurt
Pam Garfield

NEW JERSEY – NORTH
Alex Carter
Brian Belley

NEW JERSEY – SOUTH
Alex Carter
Brian Belley

NEW HAMPSHIRE
FIRST

NEW HAMPSHIRE
LeAnn Ore Hume
Rephpters
St. Louis Community College–Florissant Valley

NEVADA – LAS VEGAS
Pam Garfield
Jean Hoppert
FIRST Nevada

NEVADA – RENO
Dee Frewurt
Pam Garfield

NEW JERSEY – NORTH
Ernest DiCiccio, Jr.
Mount Olive Robotics Education Association

NEW JERSEY – SOUTH
Eric Milou
Rowan University

2018 Annual Impact Report
THANK YOU TO
OUR 2017 SPONSORS

CHAMPION

Jackie and Mike Bezos
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Goldman Sachs
Jaqui E. Safra and Jean Doumanian
Qualcomm
SIEGEL FAMILY ENDOWMENT
TWO SIGMA

INNOVATOR

Michael Dubno
United Therapeutics Foundation

MAKER

conEdison
FedEx
Google
John and Laura Overdeck
TUDOR Investment Corporation

CATALYST

Armen Avanessians
BD
Donald and Susan Bossi
Coca-Cola
CREDIT SUISSE
Amy and Peter Desmond
Dow
Alex Ginsburg and Hillary Blumberg
J.P. Morgan
Pfizer
ROYALTY PHARMA
Chad and Ann Ruble
Adam Salem
Ed and Reka Schmidt
Karl Sprules
Myron E. Ullman, III
Allen Weinberg
Josh and Judy Weston

GALA HONOREES

President Barack H. Obama
Recipient of The Make It Loud Award
Chelsey Roebuck
Recipient of The Evelyn Kamen Rising Star Award

GALA COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Jackie and Mike Bezos
Bezos Family Foundation
David M. Siegel
Two Sigma Investments

-maker-
NEW MEXICO
Chris Morgan
Sandy Trissett
Girl Scouts of New Mexico Trails

NEW YORK – FINGER LAKES
Kyle Doyle
Elayne Stewart
University of Rochester

NEW YORK – LONG ISLAND
Janet Anderson
Stephanie Stern
FIRST Long Island

NEW YORK – MID-HUDSON VALLEY
Leah Akins
Casimer DeCusatis
John Houston
Hudson Valley FIRST LEGO League

NEW YORK – NEW YORK CITY
Mark Sharafteyyn
Norm Sutaria
Peter Xanthus
NYC FIRST

NEW YORK – POTSDAM
Mary Margaret Small
Clarkson University

NEW YORK – UTICA
Janice Martino
SUNY Polytechnic Institute

NORTH CAROLINA
Kory Bennett, Ph.D.
North Carolina A&T State University

NORTH DAKOTA
Gwen Klawn
University of North Dakota, School of Engineering & Mines

OHIO
Kelli Dubendorfer
Brenda Ronnebaum
Wright Patterson Air Force Base—Educational Outreach

OKLAHOMA
Scott Taylor
Oklahoma Science and Engineering Foundation (OKSEF)

OREGON
Loridee Wetzel
Oregon Robotics Tournament and Outreach Program

PENNSYLVANIA – CENTRAL
Shawn Cerully
Janel Vancas
Appalachia Intermediate Unit 8

PENNSYLVANIA – EAST
Kathleen Hauser
Penn State Berks

PENNSYLVANIA – NORTHWEST
Melanie Ford
Edward Smith
Penn State Erie, The Behrend College

PENNSYLVANIA – SOUTHEAST
Nate Knauss
Dan Ueda
University of Pennsylvania

PENNSYLVANIA – SOUTHWEST
Gordon Walton
BrainSTEM Learning, Inc.

PUERTO RICO
Roberto Gorbea
Miray Ramy
Eureka Enrichment and Learning Center, Inc.

RHODE ISLAND
Rebekah Gendron
Rhode Island School of the Future

SOUTH CAROLINA
Louis Rubbo
SC FIRST LEGO League and Robotics Education, Inc.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Stacy Stahl
Jeremy Haugen
EmBe

TENNESSEE – EAST
Kris Craven
Paula Suchomski
Bradley Weil
Tennessee Technological University

TENNESSEE – WEST
Tom Banning
Daniel Kohn
Frank Niedzwiedz
University of Memphis and Herff College of Engineering

TEXAS – ALAMO
Megan Clark
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

TEXAS – CENTRAL
Kristi Cantu
Jesse Jankowitsch
FIRST in Texas

TEXAS – NORTH
Teresa Lening
Shannon Page
Perot Museum of Nature and Science

TEXAS – SOUTH
Jennifer Steiner
British International School of Houston

TEXAS – SOUTHWEST
Gabby Gandara
Virgilio Gonzalez
University of Texas at El Paso

UTAH
Dana Delinger
Garth Tuck
Webster State University

VERMONT
David Feinauer, Ph.D.
Norwich University

VIRGINIA/DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Krystian Jones
Nick Swayne
James Madison University

WASHINGTON
Jacque Grimm
Erik McCullum
FIRST Washington

WEST VIRGINIA
Todd Ensign
Fairmont State University

WISCONSIN
Lisa Bartig
Ben Senson
BadgerBOTS

WYOMING
Cyndee Guthmiller
Natrona County School District

Uruguay
Fabiana Pedrini
Plan Ceibal

Vietnam
Su Kim Ngan
Viet Tinh Anh JSC

Wales
Mandy Workman
The Institution of Engineering and Technology

Yemen
Ismail Yasein Hasan
King Hussein Foundation/Jubilee Center for Excellence in Education

Zimbabwe
Johannes de Vries
Tshwane University of Technology/ FIRST South Africa

2017-2018 FIRST TECH CHALLENGE
The following key organizations and volunteers in the field organize the FIRST Tech Challenge program in their respective regions.

AFFILIATE PARTNERS
Australia
Luan Heimlich
Michael Heimlich
Macquarie University

Canada
ALBERTA
Philippe Manseau
FIRST Robotics Society

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Randy Enkin
Society for the Advancement of Young Scientists

China
Eugene Zhang
Semia Limited

Chinese Taipei
Johnson Jan
ESUN Robot Association

Czech Republic
David Hughes
CEESA School District

Egypt/Libanon
Ayman El Kabbani
Haizi A Mtaweh
TechnoFuture Egypt, Education & Technology Center Lebanon

India
Vinay Kunwar
Ashvin Savant
India Robotics Society

Israel
Yairit Levy
FIRST Israel

México
Bárbara Gómez de Navarro
Explora, Descubre Y Crea, AC

The Netherlands
Lenart de Graaf
STEAMup

New Zealand
Jason Kyle
Kiwi FIRST

Republic of Korea
Professor Kyoung-Mihn Do
FEST (Feeling and Enjoying Science & Technology Organization)

Romania
Natie Prin
Edcactie Association Dana Razboiu

Russia
Maxim Petrov
Oleg Deripaska Foundation Volnoe Delo

South Africa
Johannes de Vries
Tshwane University of Technology

United States
ALABAMA
Renee Kozar
Sheryl Darrow
FIRST in Alabama

ALASKA
Brian Holst
Juneau Economic Development Council

ARIZONA
Christine Sapio
Coconino High School

David Thompson
Northern Arizona University

ARKANSAS
Jacquelyn Basinger
Mountain Home High School—Career Academies

CALIFORNIA – LOS ANGELES
Gigi Johnson
alt-NEXT

CALIFORNIA – NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Jill Wilker
Mark Edelman
Playing @ Learning

CALIFORNIA – SAN DIEGO
Matt Nilsen

COLORADO
Matthew Collier
Kathy Collier
LAUNCH

CONNECTICUT
Bruce Linton
ingenyUNE

DELAWARE
Eric Cheek
Delaware State University

FLORIDA
Hans Wolf
Tampa Bay Robotics Foundation, Inc.

GEORGIA
Connie Haynes
Georgia FIRST

HAWAI'I
Aaron Dengler
Punahou School

IDAHO
Tim Ewers
University of Idaho Extension 4-H

ILLINOIS
Michael Seedman

INDIANA
Darrin Wilcoxson
Crawfordsville High School

IOWA
Rebecca Whitaker
University of Iowa

LOUISIANA
Annette Oertling
FIRST Louisiana-Mississippi

MARYLAND
Dr. Jeffrey Isaacson
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)

MASSACHUSETTS
Loretta Bessette
MIT Lincoln Laboratory

MICHIGAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
Francois Castaing

Gail Alpert
FIRST in Michigan
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PARTNERS CONTINUED

MINNESOTA
Cheryl Moeller
High Tech Kids

MISSISSIPPI
John O’Haver
University of Mississippi

MISSOURI
Susie Mathieu

MONTANA
Ed Huth
Oracle

NEBRASKA
Bradley Barker
Nebraska 4-H Youth Development

NEVADA
Jean Hoppert
FIRST Nevada

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Bruce Linton
ingenuityNE

NEW JERSEY
Joel Bloom
New Jersey Institute of Technology

NEW YORK CITY
Michael Zigman
NYC FIRST

NEW YORK – EXCELSIOR
Janice Martino
SUNY Polytechnic Institute

NEW YORK – EMPIRE
Richard Kline
 Pace University

NEW YORK – LONG ISLAND
Yacov Shamash
School Business Partnerships of Long Island, Inc.

NORTH CAROLINA
Robert Pompey Jr.
North Carolina A&T State University

NORTH DAKOTA
Lee Guillingrud
Bismarck Career Academy

OHIO
Linda Neenan
iSPACE, Inc.

OKLAHOMA
Randy Beutler
Southwest Oklahoma State University

OREGON
David Perry
Oregon Robotics Tournament and Outreach Program (ORTOP)

PENNSYLVANIA
Thomas Zawislak
Pennsylvania FIRST Robotics

RHODE ISLAND
Erin Flynn
New England Institute of Technology

SOUTH CAROLINA
William Pedersen
South Carolina Robotics Education Foundation

TEXAS – ARLINGTON/DALLAS
Patrick Michaud
University of Texas at Dallas

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

TEXAS – LUBBOCK
Richard Gale
Texas Tech University

TEXAS – PASADENA/HOUSTON
Sharon Sledge
San Jacinto College

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

TEXAS – LUBBOCK
Richard Gale
Texas Tech University

TEXAS – PASADENA/HOUSTON
Sharon Sledge
San Jacinto College

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

TENNESSEE
Oleg Deripaska Foundation Volnoe Delo

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

THAILAND
Kosin University

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

TURKEY
Fikret Yüksel Foundation

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Andrew Schuetze
SASTEMIC

UAE
David Ferro
Weber State University

UIT
Peter Rasmussen

VIRGINIA
Dina Barhorst
Texas Tech University

WASHINGTON
Adrienne Rime
First Washington

WEST VIRGINIA
Donald Trisel
Farrmont State University

WISCONSIN
Michael Krauski
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

WYOMING
Bryan Honken
Natrona County School District

PARTNERS CONTINUED

ILLINOIS
Sue Kunzeman
Jonathan Weiland

INDIANA
Lori Hall

LOUISIANA
Clark Rowley

MICHIGAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
Tammy Damrath

MINNESOTA
Vicki Coaty

MISSOURI
Tom McGovern

NEW JERSEY
Vince Frascella
Patricia Frascella

NEW YORK – LONG ISLAND
Janet Grossman

NEW YORK CITY
Mary-Ann Oluwanifise

NORTH CAROLINA
Dr. Kory Bennett

OREGON
Cathy Swider
Oregon Robotics Tournament and Outreach Program (ORTOP)

PENNNSYLVANIA
Dave Hackett

TEXAS – LUBBOCK
Alan Barhorst
Dina Barhorst
Texas Tech University

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Megan Clark
SASTEMIC & FIRST in Texas

UTAH
Dana Dellinger
Webber State University

VIRGINIA
Kristin Clemons

WASHINGTON
Adrienne Rime
Erin McCallum

WISCONSIN
Julianne Pickering

WYOMING
Fikret Yüksel Foundation

LIMITED TO FIRST Robotics

2017-2018 FIRST ROBOTICS COMPETITION
The following organizations partner with FIRST to implement the FIRST Robotics Competition program in a specified region.

AUSTRALIA
Macquarie University

CANADA
Ontario FIRST Robotics Canada

ALBERTA
FIRST Robotics Society (FRS)

ILLINOIS
Sue Kunzeman
Jonathan Weiland

INDIANA
Lori Hall

LOUISIANA
Clark Rowley

MICHIGAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
Tammy Damrath

MINNESOTA
Vicki Coaty

MISSOURI
Tom McGovern

NEW JERSEY
Vince Frascella
Patricia Frascella

NEW YORK – LONG ISLAND
Janet Grossman

NEW YORK CITY
Mary-Ann Oluwanifise

NORTH CAROLINA
Dr. Kory Bennett

OREGON
Cathy Swider
Oregon Robotics Tournament and Outreach Program (ORTOP)

PENNNSYLVANIA
Dave Hackett

TEXAS – LUBBOCK
Alan Barhorst
Dina Barhorst
Texas Tech University

TEXAS – SAN ANTONIO
Megan Clark
SASTEMIC & FIRST in Texas

UTAH
Dana Dellinger
Webber State University

VIRGINIA
Kristin Clemons

WASHINGTON
Adrienne Rime
Erin McCallum

WISCONSIN
Julianne Pickering

WYOMING
Fikret Yüksel Foundation

LIMITED TO FIRST Robotics

2017-2018 FIRST ROBOTICS COMPETITION
The following organizations partner with FIRST to implement the FIRST Robotics Competition program in a specified region.

AUSTRALIA
Macquarie University

CANADA
Ontario FIRST Robotics Canada

ALBERTA
FIRST Robotics Society (FRS)

China
China Urban Youth Robot Alliance (OYRA)

Israel
FIRST Israel

Mexico
Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey

Turkey
Fikret Yüksel Foundation

United States
Arizona
AZFirst

Alabama
FIRST in Alabama

Arkansas
Arkansas FIRST

Colorado
FIRST Colorado

Florida
Florida FIRST Robotics Education Foundation, Inc. (FFREF)

Georgia
GeorgiaFIRST Robotics Inc.

Idaho
Rocky Mountain Robotics

Illinois
FIRST Illinois Robotics

Indiana
IndianaFIRST

Louisiana
FIRST Louisiana-Mississippi

Michigan
FIRST in Michigan (FiM)

Mid-Atlantic Region
FIRST Mid-Atlantic

Missouri – Kansas City
KC STEM Alliance

Missouri – St. Louis
Saint Louis Science Center

Nevada
FIRST Nevada

New England
ingenuityNE

New York City
NYC FIRST

New York – Long Island
FIRST Long Island

North Carolina
FIRST North Carolina

Oregon
Oregon Robotics Tournament & Outreach Program (ORTOP)

South Carolina
Palmetto Partners for Science and Technology

Texas
FIRST in Texas

Utah
FIRST Utah

Virginia, Maryland, Washington DC
FIRST Chesapeake

Washington
FIRST Washington
Financials

Our programs’ participation growth and mission successes continued once again in fiscal year 2018. We continue to have relatively balanced growth in both operating revenues and expenses, including additional investments in our Youth Protection Program, Information Technology, Program Evaluations, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion, and our Education Initiative. Contributions remained strong, as many individuals, small businesses, corporations—including over 200 of the Fortune 500 companies—and foundations maintained or increased their support, while many new sponsors joined FIRST. This contributed support provided very meaningful experiences to approximately a half-million youth engaged worldwide in the FIRST Progression of Programs.

As noted in the pie chart, and in keeping with long-time practices, FIRST continues to apply the maximum percentage of funds possible to directly benefit FIRST participants. Included within the modest general & administrative expenses are several significant investments in infrastructure enhancements and program monitoring, including those noted above.

FIRST achieved its thirteenth consecutive four-star rating from Charity Navigator, certifying our continued commitment to accountability, transparency, and sound fiscal management. This consecutive rating places FIRST in the top 1 percent of the U.S. charities annually evaluated by Charity Navigator.

### STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUNE 30, 2018</th>
<th>JUNE 30, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenues and other support:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program registration fees</td>
<td>$31,029,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions and grants</td>
<td>15,680,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income, net of expenses of $3,516 in 2018 and $102,065 in 2017</td>
<td>1,779,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special event income, net of expenses of $404,980 in 2018 and $395,911 in 2017</td>
<td>559,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net assets released from restrictions</td>
<td>27,968,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total revenues (losses) and other support</strong></td>
<td>77,016,882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Expenses:** | | |
| FIRST Robotics Competition | 44,996,269 | 43,886,704 |
| FIRST LEGO League and FIRST LEGO League Jr. | 9,959,805 | 9,056,033 |
| FIRST Tech Challenge | 8,130,812 | 8,339,600 |
| Net cost of building space occupied by unrelated not-for-profit organizations | 320,596 | 268,304 |
| General, administrative and supporting services, and fundraising | 9,654,724 | 8,849,470 |
| Operation of FIRST facilities | 563,819 | 417,706 |
| Depreciation | 991,834 | 718,742 |
| **Total expenses** | 74,617,859 | 71,536,559 |
| **Operating surplus** | 2,399,023 | 800,088 |

### STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUNE 30, 2018</th>
<th>JUNE 30, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents*</td>
<td>24,324,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term investments*</td>
<td>9,740,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges, receivables, program supply inventory, and other assets</td>
<td>14,215,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net property, plant, and equipment</td>
<td>5,179,524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total assets, end of year</strong></td>
<td>53,458,927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Liabilities and net assets:** | | |
| **Total liabilities, end of year** | 5,764,527 | 4,391,581 |
| Net assets: | | |
| Unrestricted | 27,833,922 | 25,434,899 |
| Temporarily restricted | 19,860,478 | 18,403,646 |
| **Total net assets, end of year** | 47,694,400 | 43,838,545 |
| **Total liabilities and net assets, end of year** | $53,458,927 | $48,230,126 |

For each of the two fiscal years summarized above, FIRST received unmodified (unqualified) opinions from its independent auditor, BerryDunn.

*Note: The cash and short-term investments are comprised of both unrestricted funds and donor temporarily restricted funds. The total liquid assets balance available to FIRST, for operating purposes, at June 30, 2018, is equivalent to approximately five months of FIRST operating expenses.

The financial information presented here is condensed and does not include the value of all donated services and materials. Audited Financial Statements (AFS) are readily available on the website at www.firstinspires.org under “About/Annual Report.” Certain amounts reported for 2017 have been restated. For details, please refer to the accompanying notes which are an integral part of the AFS, at the above web address.
Leadership

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert K. Ortberg – Co-Chair
Chief Executive Officer
Collins Aerospace

Robert M. Tuttle – Co-Chair
General Partner
1848 Associates

Dr. Laurie Leshin – Vice Chair
President
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Dr. Vincent Wilczynski – Treasurer
Deputy Dean, School of Engineering & Applied Science
Yale University

Dr. Donald E. Bossi – Secretary
President
FIRST®

Dean Kamen – Founder
President
DEKA Research & Development Corporation

John E. Abele
Founding Chairman, Retired
Boston Scientific Corporation

Virginia Addicott
President & Chief Executive Officer
FedEx Custom Critical, Inc.

Dr. Robin N. Coger
Dean, College of Engineering
North Carolina A&T State University

Walter P. Havenstein
Chief Executive Officer, Retired
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

Karen Horting
Executive Director and CEO
Society of Women Engineers

Dr. Paul E. Jacobs
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
XCOM

Lonnie Johnson
President and Founder
Johnson Research and Development Corporation

John H. Lynch
Former Governor
State of New Hampshire

Scott McKay
Former Executive Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer
Genworth Financial

Blake Moret
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
Rockwell Automation, Inc.

Dennis A. Muilenburg
Chairman, President & Chief Executive Officer
The Boeing Company

David Siegel
Co-Chairman
Two Sigma Investments

Myron (Mike) E. Ullman, III
Chairman
Starbucks

HONORARY DIRECTORS
J. T. Battenberg III
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, Retired
Delphi Corporation

François J. Castaing
Executive Vice President, Retired
Chrysler Corporation

L. John Doerr III
Chairman
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers

Gary L. Tooker
Chairman of the Board, Retired
Motorola, Inc.

James R. Utaski
FIRST Chairman: 2000-2002
Corporate Mergers & Acquisitions Officer, Retired
Johnson & Johnson

SENIOR ADVISORS
Dr. Shirley Ann Jackson
President
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen
Deputy Chairman of the Board
LEGO Foundation & KIRKBI A/S

Dr. William P. Murphy, Jr.
Founder
Cordis Corporation

Steve Sanghi
Chairman of the Board, President, and Chief Executive Officer
Microchip Technology, Inc.

The Honorable Jeanne Shaheen
United States Senator
New Hampshire

Josh S. Weston
Honorary Chairman
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.

EXECUTIVE ADVISORY BOARD
Dr. Woodie Flowers – Co-Chair & Distinguished Advisor
Pappalardo Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Kevin Ross – Co-Chair
Founder
FIRST Washington

Ray Almgren
Chairman
FIRST in Texas

Gail Alpert
President
FIRST in Michigan

Mark Breadner
President
FIRST Robotics Canada

Sujeet Chand
Chief Technology Officer & Senior Vice President
Rockwell Automation, Inc.

Cosema (Connie) Crawford, P.E.
Senior Vice President
The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

Michael Dubno
Head of Global Markets & Research Technology, Retired
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Greg Hale
Vice President & Chief Safety Officer
Walt Disney Parks & Resorts

Erik Halleus
President & Chief Executive Officer
EuroScandia Enterprises

Luan Heimlich
Manager, Technology-based Outreach, Dept. of Engineering
Macquarie University

James E. Heppelmann
President & Chief Executive Officer
PTC

Marc Hodosh
Co-Founder
TEDMED

Kent H. Hughes
Public Policy Scholar
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

Esben Stærk Jørgensen
President
LEGO® Education

David Lavery
Program Executive for Solar System Exploration
NASA

Paul Lazarus
President
White Dwarf Productions

Susie Mathieu
Partner
Spirit Hockey, LLC

Ceci Neumann
Independent Law Practice
Professional

Nancy Quan
Chief Technical Officer, North America
The Coca-Cola Company

Heidi Sipe
Superintendent
Umatilla Public Schools

Robert Sobolewski
President & Chairman
ingenuityNE

Dave Wilson
Vice President of Product Marketing
National Instruments

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Donald E. Bossi
President
FIRST

Terry Durkin
Vice President, Finance
FIRST

Erica Fessia
Vice President, Field Operations
FIRST

Mark Giordono
Vice President, Development
FIRST

Mark Greenlaw
Vice President, Strategy and Impact
FIRST

Chris Rake
Vice President, Programs
FIRST

Listing current as of April 1, 2019
VISION

“To transform our culture by creating a world where science and technology are celebrated and where young people dream of becoming science and technology leaders.”

— Dean Kamen, Founder FIRST

IMPACT

FIRST participation is proven to help students develop both self-confidence and valuable, real-world skills that can open pathways to all types of career choices and outcomes. FIRST programs encourage students to pursue education and careers in STEM-related fields, but they also inspire kids to become leaders and innovators in any industry.

MISSION

To inspire young people to be science and technology leaders and innovators, by engaging them in exciting mentor-based programs that build science, engineering, and technology skills, that inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.